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}.OREWORD

working Papers 21 from the phonetics section of the linguistics

department of Lund University honours KERSTIN HADDING' the found-

er of the series.
In her last seminar as an active professor, in December 1979, she

talked about her life as a phonetician' She has been persuaded

to make a v/ritten version of this ta1k, which appears as the

first paper.

The rest of the contributions reflect our recent and present

research activities. The Papers on prosody by Bredvad-Jensent

Bruce, Gårding & Bruce, Bruce & willstedt, and Prohovnik' were

presented at the Second Conference on the Prosody of Nordic Lan-

guages in Trondheim' June 1980. Some of them areoff-shcots of

the project Svedish Prosody.

,Kefstin Nauclér and Ewa söderpalm read their paper on 'slips'
at the Montreal Congress of Applied Linguistics'

Gårding's optimaL Teøching of Suedish Pvonunciation ar,d' Bannert

& Hyltenstamt s PvobLems of, llnderstanding and Beíng lJnderstood

are connected with project work on foreign accents in Swedish'

The optJmizatÍon project has now been completed' The results were

publishedinnumbersl,3and5ofPraktiskLínguistik,avaj-l--
able through our dePartment.

There are two ne\./ contributors, Antonis Botinis and Lea-Liisa lahti.

Their papers are resufts of a much appreciated course ' The na-

l;ure of features, given by Mona Lindau-Webb during the fall se-

mester.

I conclude this foreword by summarízing the rnain events since

the beginning of 1980.

Bengt Mandersson has joined our staff' He is a telecommunications

engineer and is now developing new programs and methods for

speech synthesis.

Two PhD theses have been defended , Peyspectiles on MísspeLLíngs

by Kerstin Nauclér and some suedish síbiLanl:s by Per Lindblad.

claes chrisLian Elert and sven öhman were the opponents. The
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Two symposia were held at our department. The 7th swedish Danish
symposium for graduate students, June 1980, was organized by
Göst.a Bruce. The second v/as arranged by Bengt Sigurd to inaugu-
rate ouf new building and in connection r¡ith my installation.
It took the form of a panel debate on the theme: ',How far can
the speech sciences reach?,' David Tngvar, Mona Lindau-Webb,
ul-rika Nettelbladt, Nina Thorsen and sven öhman were on the panel,
chaired by Sigurd.

Gösta Bruce arranged and led an arl-swedish conference on prosody
at the Royal rnstitute of Technology in stockholm in January 19g1.

on the undergraduate levef about 1i5 students wirl have completed
the first and second-term courses by the end of the spring term
fro¡n 1980.
There are at present 1 5 third-term students and .l 0 graduate
students.

Apart from the regular courses at the undergraduate leve1 tv/o
graduate courses were given, one on prosody in the fall of 1980
by myself and one on pefception in the spring of 1981 by
Anders Löfqvist.
fn addition to two longer stays by Mona Lindau-I,Iebb we have en-
joyed visits and talks from

1980 Linda Waugh
Ithaca
Mats Hedelin
Göteborg
Ragnhild Söderbergh
Stockholm
George Alfen
Colorado
Henning Wode
Kie 1

Iván Fónogy
Paris

fraura Dascãlu
Bukarest
Peter Wittenberg
Nijmegen

The muftifunctionality of
speech sounds
Hur ser datorn på tall

Model1 för analys av inter-
aktionen barn-vuxen
The development of rhythm in
children's speech
An integrated view of language
acquisition z L1 , L2, L3 . ...
Prosodic expression of emotions
Comparative studies of prosody:
French, Portuguese, Hungarj-an etc
Question intonation in
Ruman.ian

Informaf seminar1981



Peter Ladefoged
Los Anqeles
Lori Taft
Amherst
Roger Lass
Edinburgh

Hiroya Fujisaki
TokyÖ

Àlan BeI1
Colorado

Eli Fischer-
J/rgensen
Copenhagen

Ilona Kassai
Budapest

On divorcing phonetics from
phonology
Informal seminar

R-sounds in modern and old
Germanic
The status of historical llnguistics
Informal seminar

Isochronic Perception

50 år med fonetik
och fonetiker

Acquisition of prosocly in
Hungari-an

The llumanistic and Social Sciences Research Council, group 9'
Linguistics, visited us in March. Projects supported by the
council reported on their progress in a semj-nar led by Jan svarevik.

Anttí Iivonen and a group of speech pathologists and phoneticians
from Helsinki cane to see us in April. We had a joint seminar

with sumnari-es and discussion of our research activities.

We have continued a long-standing tradition of meeting with our

colleagues from the phonetics department in Copenhagen. we were

in Copenhagen when Paul Kiparsky visited them' and EIi Fischer-
Jfrgensen, Jlrgen Rischel and Nina and Oluf Thorsen came to Lund

for a seminar about methodological problems.

One final- note: our laboratory has moved from one historic part
of Lund to another. Our former site at Kävlingevägen was part of
the fields \"/here the Danes fought with the Swedes to win back

Skåne, which had been lost by the peace treaty of 1658. The

present l-ocatiôn on Helgonabacken was once the abode of the
famous wicked giant, Finn. Hj-s rald against the church and his
subseguent petrification are described in a poem by Esaias fbgnér

(1829), see the frontispiece. The drawing is by Oscar Reutersvärd.

Lund, May 1981

Eva Gårding
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Working Papers 21 - 1981
Linguistics - Phonetics
T,und University

FHOT.IETICS Ä}.ID I 1952 - 1979

Kerstin Hadding

I f.irst met Phonetics in the shape of Kenneth Pike, in 1 952 . But

first a few words about what had gone before.

Between 1940 and L952, afLer my M.A. in 1940, I had been at home'

taking care of four children and had for various reasons, not

continued studies or held any outside jobs. Now and then I had

done translation work, mainly swedish medical dissertations.

Intheautumnoflg52¡raccompaniedmyhusbandtoRochesterin
Minnesota. where he vtas to study surgery at the Mayo Clinic'

After a few weeks f felt that I had had enough of my nice, com-

fortable life there, rtith nothing to do but shopping, lunching'

cocktailing etc. I also felt very much of a stranqer, somehow'

and outside of everything around me. So I went away, fled rather'

to the University of Minnesota, Ann Arbor' and enrolled as a

graduate student there. Although I was at least ten years older

tban anybody else in the group, it v¡as great fun, and my fellow

sÈudents were extremely nice and helpful to me. T went to

Ann Arbor because I had brough! with me a letter of recommenda-

tion from Professor Arngart in Lund (whose "licentiat" seminars

I had just then started to follow) to Professor Marckwardt in

Ann Arbor, who greeted me kindly and also became my supervisor'

My ídea was actually to study English, or rather to try to find

out as much as possible durinq one term about what had happened

to the various British dialects on American soil. with this in

mind I also enrolled for Professor Kurath'S seminars on Dialec-

tal GeograPhY.

1) This is, as you will see,not the history of phonetics between
1952 anct 1 97Þ but rather a personal and rough outline of my

own most immediate contacts and experiences within the phone-
tic field.
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Very soon, however, I met other graduate students I^¡ho strongly
advised me to take the opportunity to listen to professor pike's
lectures. They told me that he was talking about some new (to
me at least) things calted phonemes, morphemes, and linguistic
structure, and in a very interesting way. That he was quite fa-
mous, in fact. I followed their advice and went to see
Kenneth Pike. The man seemed a fireworks of ideas, questions,
gestures - he kept rushing his chair from one part of the room
to another, talking aI1 the time and firing questions at me. In
half an hour he had grasped the Swedlsh phonemic system (a system
that I, of course, at that time did not know existed), and seem-
ed to have got a good grasp of the word accents, or tones, i.e.
my South Swedish version. He told me, among others, that Sweden
was "a black spot" on the map as far as modern linguistics was
concerned, - even in the darkest part of Africa one knew more.
f would in fact do a good deed if I went back and spread the
1íght. I might as welf concentrate on intonation patterns of
Swedish, particularly sentence intonation versus word tones.
There was one person in Sweden, however, who seemed to have
grasped what structural linguistics was about - his name, said
Pike, was Malmberg, Bertil Malmberg.

I felt almost stunned after this meeting but also excited. More-
over, Malmberg lived in Lund, as far as I knew, so it should not
be difficult to get in touch with hj-m. Ho\47 wonderful too to be
one of the first in the country instead of joining the long wait-
ing line in the English Deparment, as had been my intention.
Not any long'er !

Pike \tras actually on leave, more or 1ess, at the time, but still
had his seminars going and promised me that he would instruct one
of his doctoral students to take care of me. At the end of the
term he would (and also did) examine me in phonemics and Morphe-
mics, J-nforma1ly. I \^¡ent back to my supervisor and told him,
rather shamefacedly, that I wanted to leave his course and move
over to Pikers - I did not have money enough to pay for another
course - it was not cheap to study in the U.S. Marckv/ardt told
me that he was sure that r was making a mistake but nevertheless
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signed the necessary papers, saying' very generously' that I

could contínue his course too, without cost, so to speak- I am

afraid I let him down entirely on that - Pike's courses meant a

Iot of hard work as they were all about things that were quite

new to me.

i{hen my tutor Helen Wang, from Singapore, seemed to me to be too

hard on my rendering of foreign pholemes- and tones' I asked her

1'.o say, after me siu sköna siömän L 5ø¡: bó:na [l:menl , "severl

beautiful sailors". She always broke down on that and was less

severe afterwards.

In Ann Arbor I also listened to Nide on Morpher.rics, Fries on

Structurat Grammar, and to Lado on Applied Linguistics' One da]¡

r was taken to a modest laboratory, headed by a man cafled

Gordon Peterson. He htanted to sho\¡i us a new machine' which' how-

ever, unfortunately was not in the mood to perform on that parti-

cular day. This \"¡as my first contact v/ith the Sonagraph and my

only one with Gordon Peterson.

BackhomeinLund,InaturallylookedforBertil}4almberg,ac-
cording to Pike our only modern Swedish linguist' r found then

that he had become a professor in a new subjectr Phonetics, in

1950. The Phonetics Department happened to be in the top part

of my parents' house. He had one assistant, and their mÕst im-

portant phonetic aid was the kymograph'

The kymograph - I have missed it many times after it was put

away as too obsolete. I wonder if any other síngle device has

provided the beginner with an introduction as clear and as peda-

gogical as the kymograph's about what happens in articulation'

Talking with a funnel pressed against your mouth and glass sticks

(so-called nose olives) stuck into your nostrils, you could see

how small pieces of reed, fastened to membranes at the other end,

started to move and sometimes to vibrate, drawing on a sooted

piece of paper which was \Á/rapped around a cylinder that rotated

at a known rate. The difference between voiced and unvoiced

sounds,betv'eennasafandoral,aspi'ratedandunaspirated,stops
and spirants wâs demonstrated in a very direct manner' You could
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also measure the duration of the sounds, and if you had a thing
fastened to your throat you got a third, "laryngeal" curve,
where you could measure the distance between the peaks of the
vÍbrations and thus see how the pitch rose or fel1.
The tricky job of coating the paper with soot by means of a
Bunsen burner produced, as a byproduct, a considerable team
spirit.. Although we had only few and símpIe instruments, phone-
tics v¡as considered to be too techni-cal for women and most of
our students were men. I believe that more than one couple first
found each otÌ¡er o\rer tlìe dr¡n of the kymograph - the female voice
was usually unsuited to the membranes and did not cause vibra-
tions strong enough to show up on the paper. llale help vras there-
fore necessary for the fernale students to get recordings that
could be meas.ured-

And measured they were, often by means of Meyer's pitch Meter.
This instrument measured the dfstance between the peaks of the
vibrations of the voice fundamenta] in such a way that the re-
sult was an auditively corect (or so I suppose), logarithmic
cuÌve. The interest was not only in periods per second but also
in notes and octaves. This, I belLeve, could well be taken more
into account than is usually done today.
Everytning was done manualry and took an enormous amount of time.
On the other hand each one knew every step in the process, from
beginning to end. This has its advantages, no doubt about that.
One result of my studies in Ann Àrbor was an examination paper
in Lund 1954, calleð. Tz,ends dn nodern Anet,ícan Linguistìcs,
which rras an attempt to present some main points in American
structural linguistics as I had understood them. At that tine
the "licentiatexam" sti1l existed. I wrote my thesis on Swedish
i-ntonation for this degree and used pike's method of description
It is not really at all difficult to analyze and describe sen-
tence melody by rneans of four or five pitch ,'levels', and three
final junctures, or to divide an ut.terance into smaller units,
each with one primary stress. It becomes a kind of stenography,
or rather perhaps a transcription, which can be written out in
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fu1l when necessary.

In 1957 I became an assistant lecturer and started to write a

dissertation for the Ph.D. Most of our students were then follow-
ing our so-câ1led propaedeutic course, which was obligatory for
aII language students. rt comprised about 22 LecLures and some

hours of laboratory work. Those who went on to study the subject
more extensively were at that time comparatively few. The actívi-
ties within the department grew' however, and we had to move to
get more space. Our new address was Kävlingevägen 20, where we

v/ere to stay untif 1979. At first, the German department had the
upper part of the building and Phonetics the lower, including
the cellar. It seems that Phonetics, or rather the phonetj-cs

lab., has always and everwhere occupied the cellars! Some years
later the German department moved out and we had Lhe whole house

to ourselves, much to our satisfaction. since the number of our
students continued to grow (more of which later). For a long
time there were nevertheless only Malmberg, his assistant, and

myself to manage both the teaching and the laboratory. The teach-
ing load was at times quite heavy.

In the fifties Malmberg spent some time at Haskins Laboratories,
then in New York. one resul-t of his visit was that we got our
first Sonaqraph. It seemed a marvellous thing, a big step for-
ward, even though it sometimes behaved rather strangely, probab-
ly (at least partly) owing to our inept handling of it.

It should be pointed out, I think, that General- Linguistics did
not exist in Sweden as a separate subject or fiefd until 1969.

Until then it was¡ so to speak, included in Phonetj-cs. This meant

that Malmbergrs students got a solid background in linguj-stics.
f would like to emphasize too the great pleasure it v¡as to us

to have lþrti1 Malmberg as an inspiri-ng teacher, encouraging
supervisor, and for me personally later on afso as an unfailing-
1y loyal colleague,

In addition to the spectrum, our first sonagraph could produce
t\^/o intensity curves too, with and without damping, and it. could
-r -^ ^..^-¡å +h^ õñ^^+vrih d^ +h3+ 

^hlr, - dñål I hrrñh^, 
^f 

h^ñ^ñi 
^êurJv Ç^}Jq¡¡
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were represented on the paper, enlarged, so to speak. I consj-der
it to be a real drawback when the instrument, as has sometimes
happened, does not provide any intensity curve at all, however
grossly cefibrrted. T have always been of the opi-nion that the
relatÍon betr.reen the frequer.cy and intensi-ty curves can give im-
portant information as to how we perceive and interpret the sound
wave. An intensity curve can, moreover, indicate when the sound
has reached " Ievel of -ntensity too low to be perceived by the
human ear thereby saving the investigator a good deal of worried
measuring and analysis.

My Ph.D. dissertation, on sentence intonation, rtds naturally now

based on spectrographic analysis (and not on Meyer's pitch me-

teri ) . The tanth h¿rrmonic (w-renever possible) of the entire
spoken material \./as measured and noted down on semilogarithmic
paper. It v/as, hovrever, impossible to get a perspective on all
these data, My floors at home were alf covered v¿ith sonagrams
and papers with measurements, but however fast I crawled from
one end to ancther I could not get a real graso of the thing.
Something radicai had to be done. To that end I went up to
Stockholm, to Gunnar Pant and his Spee':h Transmj-ssion Laboratory,
to ask for he1p. Fant had both the trlingograph (which we so far
had not) and also his 48-channel- spectrograph. A female voice
was something new to these instruments, so some recal-ibration
vtas necessariz. When this was doner the entire corpus was pro-
cessed in less than one hour (with uhe expert help of Aage Mlller)
I could return home with all the data I had already got from the
sonagrams but now in a compressed form and on a manageable amount

of sma1l rolls of paper. Thi; was exactfy what I needed to con-
tinue my work.

I also reèurned $/ith an increased self-confidence, thanks to
Fant. At that time there was a veritable gap between linguists-
phorreticians and people in the technologicaf fiefds. We belonged
to the humanities and had as a rule practically no knowledge of
technology or even of the sciences. I aliil not even know what
que.:tions to ask of Fant or how to state m1z problems in techni-
cal ,y correct terms, But v¡Len I expressed Íry feeling of inadequaq¿ to
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Fant, he said: Never mind - just use your common sense and you

will manage al-1 right. I still remember rny surprised, sponta-
neous (and silly) exclamation: May I really?
I had probably thought that technical-mathematical know-how

somehow was on a higher leve1, unreachable for people like me

and different from other mental work.

After this encouragement f even dared to go on to use speech

synthesis for my dissertation. Si-nce I was fortunate enough to
get some money from an Edinburgh foundation, my synthesizing
was carried out on the Parametric Artificial Talki-ng Device (PAT)

ar.: the Phonetics Department in ndinburgh, the head of which
was Davíd Abercrombie. It was a busy place, with much activity,
and an enjoyable pface to work in. The laboratory chief was

Peter Ladefoged, but PÄÍ was housed in another building and serv-
iced by a special group. The people who worked there, taught me

how to mange PAT, and stood by and helped whenever necessary'
were Elizabeth Uldefl, Peter Strevens and, not least,
James Anthony. PAT vtas then still at its "TEA or COFFEE" staqe,
that is to say, it was a much simpler device than later on.

There were six parameters in all, one of which v¿as pitch. The

information for PAT was painted on a small glass slide, âbout
10x10 cm. Fortunately I only wanted to vary one parameter: fun-
damental frequency. The outcome \¡tas surprisingly good, consider-
ing the rough spectrum presented. The samples had of course to
be chosen within PAT's performing capacity. But sucLr considera-
tÍons usually have to be made also when working with very sophis-
ticated machinery, as for example computers.

To return to Lund. I{henever questions arose, for example about
where to find pertj-nent references or other difficulties con-
nected with rny writi-ng' I could always turn to Eli Fisher-
Jlrgensen in Copenhagen, for excellent advice and information,
always generously given. rn 1961 I finatly got my Ph.D. and a

posÍtion as "docent" (assistant professor). During the 60's the
number of students continued to grolar. At our peak we had' I be-
lieve, about 800 students following our propaedeulic course, 80

:jLUUCITLS LdÁrlrg LlrC rr!ÞL LCllrl UUUIÞC, +V UUllLrllUrlr9
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throuqrh the second term, and about 10 to 12 in their third term.
This was repeated twice a year. They were afl undergraduates -
graduate and doctoral students hrere stilf very few and folfowed
individual plans of study.

Naturally a great number of teachers \¡¿ere needed to teach all
these people - but \¡/e v/ere still only three permanently employed

at the institute. Instead we were aflotted so and. so many "hours"
each term, depending on the number of applications. As we needed

teachers badly, such "hours" were given to almost anyone who had

a year or so of stisfactory studies in Phonetics behind them.

Their first job was to tead¡ the propaedeutic course, the next
usuall-y to assist at lab demonstrations. We were thus able to
provide work for a number of ol-der students as "extras": as aman-

uenses, assistants and fecturers, even though we had no permanent
lecturer positi-on.

Most popular by far among the students was the faboratory work.
Students were required to do a sma1l instnmental-experimental
study, usually in groups, and to write up and orally report on

their work and results. I bel-ieve the students found it very
stimulating to work with the instnments themselves on a compara-

tively easy problem which they felt was relevant, 1íke analyzing
their own speech, speech sounds, prosody or the like. The instru-
ments i-n our lab were not too complicated either. In spite of
the great number of. students, wesucæeded in qiving everybody a

working knowledge of at least one or two of our machines, and the
chance to carry out a study together with others. The latter
was, I think, particularly important, and I doubt whether any-
thing similar occurred anywhere efse in the language section-

lrlhy dicl we have so many students? The basic reason was the fact
that the language departments got an increasing number of stu-
dents and that all of them had to follow our "prop". Another
reason was that many, perhaps most language students aimed to
become school teachers and to study at the Teacher's College.
They often chose to combine two languages with Phonetics. Phone-
tics gave students valuable credits for admission to the Co11e9e

and was even considered to increase the pedagogical skil1 of the
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future language teachers

The 1960's were an altogether wonderfully stimulatlng time- It
was moreover fairty easy to reach the various admi-nistrators of
the university - the Central Admi-nistratj-on vras still quite
smalJ-, and one knew the right person to ask or contact for the

many questions that arose. Everybody was extremely helpful. Dur-

ing this period one felt that to work hard in the interest of
the department rea11y gave result.s, and it was possible to fol-
Iow important matters personally. This may still be true to a

certain extent, but things have without doubt become much more

difficult to handle satisfactorily with the growth of the uni-
versity - and of the central administration. Gradually it be-
came almost impossible to obtain first-hand information coveringt
the whole field of interest to our institute. To be certain, in
order to learn what was going on one afmost had to sit on the
same committee or board as those who made the decisions. I had

been used to, and much preferred, the direct, person-tGperson
way of handling things. That way they really got done, yet not
over one's head. But, of course, we have become too many for
this to be possible nowadays. As time went by f feft as j-f I
worked harder, got less done, and had less and fess influence
over the outcome. Frustrating, in fact.

But let me qo from the seventies back to the sixties. A third
reason why our subiect fl-ourished some tvtenty years ago was pro-
bably that we, thanks to our laboratory, \tere one of the very
first established instj-tutes in our field. Not so very long ago,

a language professor used to work and examine his students at
home. Perhaps he had a at the university library for his
research. Some professors fought hard to escape the burden of a

department with assistants, secretaries, administrative paper

work and so on. Alf these meant in fact the beginning of a new

era. Before, the professor \^Ias expected to lecture mainly on

his own research, since he could be supposed to have the most

of interest to say on that particular subject. At that time the
teacher was not yet expected to regurgitate the literature for
the student. There were few courses and lectures, and the stu-
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dent had to study by himself, more or Iess unaided, until he
felt that he had memorized the required fíterature well enough
to try for an examination. If he failed more than three times
he had to start in another field. No wonder that a B.A. could
take quite a long time to obtain. The financial situation was
often precarious. On the other hand jobs were more easily come

by than now. A B.A. or M.A. was almost certain to result in a

decent job in tbe field in which your competence lay. This was
definit.ely so during my own student days, and I cannot recollect
that we ever discussed our future as a problem, once we had de-
cided what we wanted to do. ft is true that things started get-
ting touchj-er after the war, in some fields at least, but even
so there was nothing like the present-itay difficulties of get-
ting any job at all.

To continue with my ov¿n experiences after receiving the ph.D. in
1961. I had started late in life and had a l_ot I vranted to do.
Among other things I was very keen to work at Haskins Laborato-
ries, having heard gfowing reports from those who had been there.
I was happy to get an invitation from Frank Cooper in the Spring
of L962 to work at Haskins on a research fellowship. The only
condition attached hras that the recipient should become thorough-
ly acquainted with the work done at the laboratory, so that he/
she could report at home on the research done there. I believe
this fellowshj-p was paid for by the Carnegie Foundation. At the
beginning of the sixties this type of feflowship stil1 existed.
Nowadays I believe the requirement for somebody from outside is
to join in a research project, usually on a one-year basis.

I spent three periods of four months each at Haskins and en-
joyed every minute. The team spirit of the place was wonderful,
and it felt natural and easy for me to work from early morning
to late at night. The Haskins atmosphere \¡/as so good that there
r¡¡as a certain risk for us all of just swituning in well-being.
After alf, work had to be done too, in order for it a1I to sur-
vive. At fírst I worked with Arthur Abramson on the duration of
Swedish vowels, but in the evenings I trj_ed synthesis !,/ith,
arnong others, the Intonator. ft was not available during the day
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and it had to be arranged specially at night to nanage the job

I r^ranted it to do. It \¡tas a strange feeling for a linguist with
on the whol-e very little experl-ence of machinery, to work for
houïs in the night, quite alone 5.n a big "machine hall" (origi-

nally an old warehouse, I beleive), surrounded by equipment I
knew nothing about, ticking instruments, flickering lights, and

a tangle of cords. But it felt exhilarating, too, and stimulated
diligent work.

After some months I started in earnest on intonation projects,
now in cooperation with lrtichael Studdert-Kennedy, a teamwork

that continued for more than 10 years. I also served as an in-
forment for electromyographic experiments, under the supervision
of Peter MacNeilage. At first only surface electrodes were used,

and because I had electrodes even down on the tongue root' a

medical doctor was required to spray something against too vio-
lent a gag reflex. T\"/o young Swedish students who visited us,
Björn lindblom and Sven öhman, greht quite pal-e as they looked on.

But even though it was a little bit uncomfortable, it \^ras not
at all as bad as it looked. At first, too, all raw data had to
be analyzed and measured by hand. CompuLers had begun to be used,

but there was as yet no program for EMG. These dilect, though

tj-me-consuming measurements meant at least one good thlng - you

knew everything there was to know about your daLa.

At that time money was easier to come by for attending con-
gresses, meetings, and the like. I went to several during my

stay at Haskins. It is tempting to describe the Congress of Lin-
guistics in Boston, 1962, when Noam Chomsky made one of hj-s

first appearances. Tt v¡as in its way unforgettable. But I think
it is outside the scope of this phonetic summary.

It is also tempting to talk more about my time in New York and

all it meant of meetings with people and new milieus' the latter
often stranqre to a middle-aged visitor from a small Swedish town.
Perhaps my wide-eyed and unprejudiced curiosity helped to make

people show me things they would not have shown to less, l-et us

say naive, people. r think I saI¡l more and different sides of
New York than Èhe ordinary tourist. But when Dennis Fry arrived
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from London, he found to his dismay that I had been in New york
for almost one year without visiting a single museum or theatre.
He took j-t upon himself to remedy this in a very short t.ime. For
h¡hich I am thankful-: The closest I had come to "culture" before
that, was to stand in fine for tickets for Shakesp¿¿yst s The
Iempest, in Central Park. People were sitting in the grass for
hours, whol-e families, with food baskets. Well, we got our tick-
ets. ft was a rnarvelfor.s performance. Very appropriately a real
storm, with lightning and thunder, broke out just when the script
required it. Most imposing.

All this may indeed seem very far from my subject. But not real-
Iy - it shov¿s what a privilege it is to be a phonetician and
therefore in a position to visit, work i-n, and enjoy foreign
countries and places.

These months in New York were so eminentl-y satisfactory that,
when Peter Ladefoged some years later asked me, from Los Angefes,
if I would take over for him in 1968, when he himself woufd be
in Uganda, I said yes, after some hesitation, Hesitation, because
one year seemed a lonq time to be away from home and yes, be-
cause, among other things, my time as a "docent,'was running out
(síx years was the maximum time allowed) and there v¿as no job in
sight in Phonetj-cs in Sweden. My wire to Ladefoged afso asked:
"ùlhy me?" and I got one back saying:"Why not?".Ì then asked:

" Ivhat am I supposed to do? " and got the answer: ,'Have funl"

And f did have fun! It \,/as great to teach American students -
not least because theg are great - and I myself learnt a lot. I
think T managed quite wetl, all things considered. And after hav-
ing had one year with intefligent, outspoken American students
I did not find any other teachj_ng situation insurmountable or
even difficult. I had graduate seminars too, mostly on intona-
tion. Much of the work, not feast the management of the fabora-
tory, grant applicatÍons etc, was done by Vicky Fromkin, an ex-
ceffent linguist and administrator. I shalf mention some of the
participants of the seminars, and you will surely recognize their
names: .fohn Ohafa (now at Berkeley), Harry tr{hitaker (now a neuro_
linguist in i.laryland) , Dal-e Teerbeek (later at Chicago) ,
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Mona Lindau' Tim Smith, Kay Atkinson, Ralph Vanderslice, and

many others, who in various ways have made well-known contri-

butions to phonetics.

At UCLA I had another go at EMG' this time with needle elêc-

trodes, and with the help of Tim Smith and Minoru Hirano, from

Japan. I was still interested in the swedish vowels, particul-ar-

1y in the amazingly great nurnber of rounded vowefs. Later on in

the seventies EMG studies of these vowels were continued at

Haskins, this time in collaboration with Hajime Hirose, also

from Japan, and now with a considerably more sophisticated in-

strumentation. It is true that I always found Americans wonder-

ful to work with - but the same is true about my Japanese cof-

legues. I remember weff Jim Hirosets indefatígab]e work' mea-

suring, thinking, planning the next day's "runs" when everybody

else had gone home for the day. My gratitude to all the people

whom I have met during my active years in phonetics is immense'

Thank you all, colleagues and students, both at home and abroadl

Well, 1et me 90 back again to Sweden. In f968, Lund finally got

a university lectureship in Phoneti-cs, which I applied for and

got. I had been half prepared to stay on in the U.S. Later on,

a number of chairs in Phonetics were instituted or became avail-

able - in Uppsala, Umeå, Lund. Bertif Mafmberg had been "cafled"
to cLra-ir the new subject of General Linguistics and feft Phonetics. Vfe

were several who applÍed for them all, and r finally got the

professorship in Lund, after Malmberg¡ in 1969.

Not very long after this, things started to deteriorate for the

genera] linguistic subjects. The reasons r¡7ere many. Univers.ity
studies became more job-oriented, no time coufd be spent on sub-

jects which did not lead to some occupation or other, for in-
stance school teaching. since tLre various languages had a certain
market val-uethey were given priority, for example,for admission

to the Teacher's College, while such subjects as General Lin-
guistics and Phonetics gave lower credits (and later on no cred-
it at aII) . State loans to students became available but did not
encouraqe more than three years of studies altogether. In addi-
tion, students v¡ith only about two terms of study 1n a foreign
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language were not considered good enough - three semesters v/ere

a minimum for a teacher, but three fanguages \lrere preferred to
two languages and phonetics, earlier a conìmon combination. AIl
in all: there was no longer any place for subjects Iike ours.
Students just did not dare to stake their future on subjects
which did not lead up to any jobs, whích were hard enough to
get in any case.

At the same time other prescriptions and rufes started to affect
the teaching and the administration of uníversity departments.
Poreign languages had to take over our "prop" courses themselves
in order to have enough "hours" for their own people, with the
result that we lost contact with the great number of new lan-
guage students that we had had before. In fact, since our sub-
ject did not lead to any particular job' we lost afmost all 1an-

guage students. Those who remained had started earl-ier and had

found the general linguistic subjects more interesting than any

other they had come into contact with. rn order to continue they
had to get a job in another field and then come back, often to
do research. Our subject became therefore rather l-ike a pyramid,
standing on its head, with a narrow base (few undergraduates)
widening upwards (many doctoral- students).

It is incomprehensible to me that the schools, or rather National
Board of Education does not understand that the general linguis-
tic subjects - ceneral Línguistics and Phonetics - form the very
basis for knowledge also in the separate languages. We are the
roots, or the , where the languages are the branches I

But as it is, v/e are as often as not considered to be something
on the side, something exotic, something one can do without or,
if necessary, manage oneseff. What a fallacy! For a long time it
has been obvious that linguistic discuss.ions, meetings, and

writing tend to be dominated by general linguists, presumably
because of their wider scope of interest. Nov/ that "communica-
tion" has become an honoured word, the general linguists, whose

subject is the most important of all human communication - lan-
guage - will perhaps at last obtain the central place that ought
to be theirs,
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From this perhaps wishfuf thinking I return to our department in

Lund as of 1979. For some time \¡te had had to struggle for our

very existance. At some point it even seemed as j-f our subject
would disappear altogether. However' a few years ago a trainingl
program in Logopedics started in Lund. This included two terms

of Phonetics and one term of Psychology' as a prerequisite for

the following clinical studies. Phonetics became for the first

tíme part of a job-oriented line of studies. At the same time'

several students who were or \"tanted to become educational speech

therapists etc, started to follo\¡r our courses. This was very
heartening. Because of these categories with new and different
needs, our subject naturally got a somewhat different bias than

before. When we were at our peak we had been able to offer our

students alternative courses - not so later on, unfortunately,
although our situation in 1979 should have been reason enough.

Subjects like linguistics change and develop continuously - I
say linguistics and not phonetics because after all they are two

sj-des of the same coin: human languages. That is as it should be.

But also central political programs for the schools, the univer-
sity and education as a whole change - but whether those changes

always represent positive deveJ-opment may be more doubtful' so

it seems to me. I have heard a rumour that there are plans to
eliminate education in the humanities altogether, at least for
the present and in the name of the economy. I think such a step
would be disastrous. What In/estern "humans" are running the risk
of losing is their souf - as humans. And that cannot be remedied

by any technical or economical tricks, however refined. what is
needed is instead more "htJmanity".

The rumour may be unfounded. Neverthel-ess I am glad to give over

the job as the head of phonetics to younger forces. For it is
clear that a Ìot of strength and vitality will be needed in the
future, perhaps no\^r more than ever.
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SWEDISH fIvMIGRÂNTSt COMMUNICATION: PROBLEMS OF

UNDERSTANDTNG AND BEING UNDERSTOOD

Robert Bannert and Kenneth Hyltenstam

This project, which started in January l9B0 and which is funded

by the Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation, aj-ms at speci-
fying some of the background factors invofved in the problems

that immigrant learners may have in understanding the target
language and making themsel-ves understood in normal comnunica-

tion situations in spite of the fact that they have attended
language courses. One of the immediate practical purposes of
the study is to provide a basis for improvements in the teaching
of receptive language skills as well as in the teaching of pro-
nunciation, especially its prosodic features.

Organizationally, the project has two parts, one deafing with
problems of understanding, the other with aspects of production'

PROBLEMS OF UNDERSTANDING

The research in the first part is based on three assumptiorrs
about the fearners' receptive problems:

a. The dj-fferences between language and communication in the
Swedish fanguage classroom and other ("real life") com.mu-
nication situations afe so great that the learner remains
unable to understand the target outside the cfassroom.

b. The heterogeneity the learner encounters in the target lan-
guage, due to social, regional and registral variatì-on,
variation according t.o speech style etc, ís an in-
herent problem for understanding.

c. Some types of variation in the target language cause greater
problems for understanding than others, and some varieties
within a given type also cause greater problems than others.

Poínt a: For the specification of differences between classroom

and other communication situations, necessary limitations force
us to concentrate on only one component of the classroom situa-
tion. we have chosen to stuôy the fanguage-teacher's classroom
register ("language-teacher language") which we argue is in
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traditional praxls the most important component in the deve-
lopment of the learnerrs abil-ity to comprehend the target l_an-
guage.

Studies of language-teacher language have established that this
register has a low degree of complexj-ty on a number of struc-
tural and cornmunicative dimensions, for example short utter-
ances, few sentence embeddings, simple noun- and verb phrases,
a high type,/token ratio in the lexicon, a slow speech rate,
many pauses (which in most cases fa11 in syntactic constituent
boundari-es) to mention just a few (Henzl 1973, 1979, caies 1977,
Chaudron 1978; for an overview see Hyltenstam 1980). These
characterj-stics of langúage-teacher language can be interpreted
as a result of an adaptation to the learners' communicative
Ievel on behalf of the teacher, and as such of course, they
woufd appear adequate. However, if the structural and communi-
cative pat.terns of the teacher are limited in this way due to
the specific constraints built into the classroom communicative
situation, the learnersr comprehension might be constraj-ned in
much the same way as the model provideit by the teacher. Compare
the often made learner statement that they understand their
teacher but nobody else. We will return to language-teacher
language be1ow.

Poínt b.' To illustrate the assumption here we have chosen to
concentrate on the most obvious and best described part of tar-
get language variation, i.e. pronunciation. Our aim is to pro-
vide descriptions of sociolectal_ vowel quatity variation with-
in one Swedish urban dialect, the Malmö dialect, and demonstrate
how in principle finguistic descriptions of this kind could be
used as a basis for pedagogical programs serving to famil_iarize
the learners with different ki-nds of variation. fn such programs,
different variants of the target language should be introduced
1n a systematic progression.

Point c: The research on this point alms at ranking types of
variation and varieties within a certain type in order of per-
ceptual difficulty. such an ordering would seem to be obtainabfe
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through a number of different methods all involving presenting

speech samples to groups of listeners that are second language

learners of swedish. It would appear to be feasible to combine

these various methods in order to obtain as reliable an overall

measure of difficulty as possible. some examples of these methods

are:
- A stra.ightforv¡ard judgement of which variant in a pair of

variants is considered most difficult to understand'

- An imj-tation test where the degree of correct imitation
corresponds roughly to degree of difficulty in percepti-on'

- Questj-ons of content.
i¡Ie witlnot go further into points (b) anal (c) here but return

to point (a), the language-teacher language, which we have

started to v¡ork on. (For a more detaifed treatment of assump-

tions and research procedures of all three points, see Hyltenstam

r981)

One might consider language-teachers' classroom register from

a number of perspectives, for example from the following points

of view:
l. Grammar 6. Turn-taking
2. Phonology 7. General conversational
3. Lexicon structure
4. Semantic notions 8. RedundancY

5. Language functions 9. lletacommunication

Afthough we do have some information on points 7,2, 3, and 8

as stated above, our knowfedge i-s fragmentary. On the other
points our ignorance is even greater. To obtain a more coherent

and comprehensive picture of the register it is necessary to
consider how different factors interact. In general, it can be

hypothezised that the content of classroom conversation is limi-

ted in a way typical to communication between interlocuters
whose spheres of values and knowledge seJ-dom interact, i.e. the
greater the social and cultural distance bet\Ãreen the teacher
and the l-earners, the less complex and varied the content tends

to be. Whatever the causes of content restrictions - and they
may be many - it is clear that this simplification has conse-
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quences for the linguistics of com¡nunication. In other words,
the type of content manipulated in conversation places differ-
entj-al demands on lexicon and grammar.

It is also plausible to assume that there is a connection be-
tween content and form on the one side and communicative struc-
ture on the other. The restrictions of the classroom make com-

munication so ritualized when it comes to languaqe functionsi
turn-taking, and general conversation structure that the lan-
guage learners soon learn to predict what will be said and

done in a .Ia-nguage fesson.

Although what has just been said makes up the general frame-
work for this part of the project, our limited personnel re-
sources restrict us to welf defined and (easily) researchable
questions. One such question is whether there are some aspects
of grammar that are not normally encountered in classroom con-
versation, and, if so, what these aspects are. One goaf we have
is to test whether a markedness theory built on language uni-
versals and psycholinguistic criteria can be used for predic-
tions in this area.

ln order to treat these questions, rre have designed a study in
which language-teachers working with learner groups of varying
proficiency levels are asked to retell the contents of a pre-
pared passage in their own words to their pupils. Their per-
formance i-s videotaped and then analyzed. The passage contains
certaj-n syntactic structures and lexical elements that we pre-
dict on the basis of their markedness features will be subject
to paraphrases and alterations in the teachers' version. To

give just one example, the passage contains three examples of
raising:

Subject to object raisingz They sau him jump ou1; of
the uindou

Subject to subject raising i He seems to be hungry
Object to subject raising: They are tough 1;o open

Accordi-ng to Eckman (:.976) the last of these three types i-s

more marked than the second which in turn is more marked than
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the first on a language universal criterion. Our hypothesis
here is that the extent to which a structure is paraphrased and
simplified is a function of its markedness conditions. Data col:
Iection and ana.Iysis of these data is underway.

PROBLEMS OF BEETNG UNDERSTOOD

The second part of the project considers the immigrant,s own
pronunciation of Swedish. The research is based on the results
from the project "Optimal teaching of Swedish pronunciation,',
mainly on an inventory of the problems found for learners with
25 different mother tongues (Bannert l9B0 a, b). We shall con-
centrate on three aspects of deviant pronunciation.

a. Inteffigibility. Certain features of a foreign accent impair
the listener's abilj-ty to understand more than others.

b. Acceptability. Certain features of a foreign accent affect
the l-istenerrs attitudes more than others.

c. Hierarchies of phonetic features which affect intell-igi-
biÌity and acceptability negatively.

The effect of certain features on intelfigibility and accepta-
bility will be tested by manipulating features of foreign and
native swedish accents using high-qual-ity speech synthesls and
by introducing distortions i-nto the speech signar. The sarient
features wifl be established 1n listening tests.
Here we wou.rd like to demonstrate the method of speech synthesis
that will be used in our experiments (Bannert L979 a, b). As a
starting-point v/e have a taped utterance spoken by an immigrant.
As a result of prì-or analysis we know in which aspects this
utterance is deviant. A re-synthesls, i.e. a copy by computerl
is made. The copied utterance is of high quarity. rt sounds to-
tally natural and cannot be distinguished from the original.
Different signal factors can be manipulated systematically,
i.e. deviant features are corrected, so to speak. swedish li-s-
teners are asked to judge the manipulated utterances. Their
reactions wil-1 tell us which corrections have made it easier
to understand the speech sampre and which featurès are accepted
more than others.
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An example of the procedure was given at this point. A person
with Punjabi as his first, language pronounced the following
Swedish sentence as a neutral statement¡

Dom målar påsar They az,e painting bags

dcmxmo: larxpho: sar

The sound illustrations are recorded on a cassette (Bannert
L979 b).

This pronunciation was deviant in several respects. The melody

was monotonous, the fundamental frequency - the pitch - being
constant from the beginning of the utterance almost to its end

where it dropped abruptly. There was only one stressed syllable
in the whole utterance, namely the last one. This syllable was

lengthened considerably and the tonal fa1I was located here.
But this Swedish utterance should have tr¡¡o stressed syllables,
the second and the fourth one (må- and på-). The deviant utter-
ance did not contain any long vor¡tef - there should have been

tv¿o, namely in the stressed syllabJ-es. The vowel- quality was

also deviant: /o/ in the two syllables nå- and på.- was too open,

like Ic], instead of the closer correct [o].

Figure I gives the tonal and rhythmic structure of the deviant
utterance.

The first manipulation corrcected the rhythm. Stress was assigned
in the right place, name.Iy on the syllables mâ- and prÍ- and at
the same time the stressed vowels were lengthened. Furthermore
the last prolonged vowel was shortened. No other features were

aftered. The manipulation is shown in Fig. 2. The modified
rhythm was a considerable improvement.

The next correction of the recording considered melody and was

applied to the version just corrected for rhythm. The tonal con-
tour of a sentence in Swedish contains basically the prosodic
features word accent, sentence accent and sentence intonat.ion.

T$ro correctj-ons of the tonal contour (the pitch) of the original
utterance were made here. First the melody of the utterance was

al-tered into some kind of approximation of Swedish intonation,
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v¡hich can be called "Germanic" intonation. This means roughly

an intonation without \"rord accents, an intonation which may be

considered easier than the idiomatic Swedish intonation' The

corrected melody is shown by the pitch curve in Fig' 3'

Fina1ly, the rnelody was refined to contain all the tonal fea-

tures of swedish, including word accent, which had been excluded

in the previous version. The standard swedish variety of intona-

tion rlras used here. The new melody corresponds to the melody

with which a speaker from stockholm would pronounce the sentence.

This is shown in Fig. 4. Comparison with the pitch contour in

Fiq. 3. shows that the Swedish melody is more complex than the

"Germanic" one.

The last version sounded very swedish, although sorne minor de-

viances such as vowel quality still remained.

when manipulating deviant samples of swedish sentences we wi{}

focus on certain features and their interrelations. This con-

straint is due not onfy to practical- limitations but also to

the fact that deviant features differ as to their effect on

intelligibility and acceptability. Here is a possible selection

of these salient features to serve as a $dde for the design of

the experiments:

Features STRESS (word, phrase)
pertaì-ning SENTENCE RHYTHM
to t'hYthm sYLLABfc woRD srRUcruRE

Features
pertaining
Lo segments

QUALITY of cerl;aín
vowels and consonants
OBSTRUENT CLUSTERS

The project will be most useful j-n indicating ways in which
classroom language and communication coul-d be brought closer
to normal communication situations and how target language he-
terogeneity could be more systematically taken into considera-
tion in teaching receptive skills. In the teaching of pronun-
ciation it will be possible to concentrate on those features
that are most important for the listener.
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FOOTNOTE

To appear in Linguistische Arbeitsberichte (LAB), Berlin.

1 . The manipulations were made at the Institute of Linguistics,
Uppsala University by courtesy of Professor Sven öhman and
with the kind assistance of Staffan Zetterlund. The method
l-s called Linear Prediction Coding (LPC).
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THE GREEK VOV'TELS

Antonis Botinis

PURPOSE

The purpose of thiÊ paper is to investigate
quality of the Greek vowels. Apart from the
a phonetic description of the Greek vowels,
provide a test of the Liljencrantz-Lindblom
dispersion of vowels.

the phonetic
value of presenting
this will also
model of maximal

GENERAL

Some investigators have supported the view that perception of
sounds is related to articulation (Liberman et aL., L9671 .

Ladefoged et al. (L972) argue in favor of acoustics j-n re-
lation to vowel perception and propose "An auditory-motor
theory of speech production". Distinctive features for vowels

have been reviewed by Lindau (f978).

Phoneticians have realized that the first two or three spectral
peaks, i.e. the formants, suffice to distinguish between dif-
ferent vowels. ft is tempting to see the dimension height of
traditionaf vowel diagrams inversely rel-ated to the frequency
of the first formant and the dimension backness directly re-
Iated to the frequency of the second formant. But the re-
lationship betv/een vowel formants and tongue height or backing
is more complicated than this (Stevens and House 1975, Fant
1960, Lindbfom and Sundberg 197I, Stevens L972, Wood L975a'

I975b, I978, Lgl9l. Ladefoged (1975) has proposed relating
backness to the dlfference between the two formants rather than
to the second formant alone. This procedure will be adopted

here.

It has been shown by Peterson and Barney (1952) that two

speakers may produce perceptually the same vowels with over-

lapping formant frequencÍes because of the differences in vocal

tract dirnensions. A desirable requirement for the comparison

of vowels j-n languages or dialects is the elimination of the
particular speaker characteristics, leaving only the phonetic
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Table 1. Formant frequency values (Hz) of 5 speakers
representing Athenian Greek.

quality common to All speakers of the language. Thus, it be-
comes necessary to investigate the vowels of several speakers
to represent the system of a language. The speech of 5 subjects
will be analysed here.

I,iljencrantz and Llndblom (L972) provide a quantifj-ed theory of
the prj.nciple of maximal contrast as t.he major factor influenc-
ing the acoustic vowel space according to which the vowels in
a system will tend to be maximally dispersed from a center of
gravitiy in the available formant space. lfood (1975a), Papçun

(I9761 and Disner (1978) looked at formant data in real
languages and their resufts indicate that some vowel spaces are

not deternined completely by a principle of maximal separation.
The Greek data analysed here will be viewed in the light of
this theory.
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F2-F1 I
s

F1 ]¿

s

VOWEI,

1 880

45

3s0

45

til

1285

110

465

35

Ie]

635

100

775

35

Ia]

575

100

460

25

Io]

565

35

385

35

Iu]

Table 2. Mean values (i) an¿ stanclard deviätions (S)
of formant .frequencies of 5 sçreakers representing
Athenian Greek.

EXPERTMENTAL PROCEDURE

Formant frequency data of the five monophthongal Greek vowels

/í e a o u/ were obtained from five speakers producing
short utterances containing the vowels to be analysed.

Subjects

Fj-ve male Greek students in their twenties' brought uo and.

educated in Athens, served as informants. They all soeak what

is considered to be standard Athenian. Apart from subject 5

(the investigator) , the subjects have never had any phonetic
training.
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Fis.1 The formant frequencies from Table 2 with the
average for each vowel j-ndicated.

Speech samples

Five monosyllabic words of the type CV, each representing one

Greek vowel, were put in the frame ir,ápse...pdLi "write
... once more". Below is the list of the CV-words.

ti what
te and (formal and archaic Greek)
ta definite article, neuter, plural
to definite article, neuter, singular
tu definite article, genitive' singular

The list of "sentences" was read three times by each speaker.
The subjects were instructed to read the list in a natural way

r
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oooooooooooooooo(oC\¡@+o@(o+
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Fl-g.2. The formant frequencies of Mexican Spanish (solid- lines) and Peninsular Spanish (broken lines) from
Godinez (1978). The average formant frequencíes of
the Greek vowels are indicated by dots.

Eæp eriment aL e quiPment

The recording took place in a sound-treated studio' The frec¡uency

response of the tape recorder was flat \"'ithin i Z as' from

30 Hz to 14 000 Hz. The signal to noise ratj-o was 63 dB' The

microphone was unidirectional within the frequencies 30 to

17 000 Hz, and the sound spectrograph was a PV-10 voiceprint'

Acoustic analYsis

Wlde band spectrograms were made of the middle set of utter-

ancesandthefirsttwoformantfrequenciesofeachofthefive
vowels h¡ere measured by the investigator (Table l) ' Mean values

and standard deviations of formant one and the difference bè-

t\,reen formartt one and formant two were also calculated (Table 2)

oooooo99õõooooooõñco+oco(.o+
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RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the formant space of the five Greek vowels
plotted with the frequency of the first formant on the ordinate
and the difference between the first and second formant on the
abscissa. Distances along the axes are arranged in accordance
v/ith the Mel-sca1e, in which perceptuallv equal intervals of
pitch are represented as equal distances along the scale
(Ladefoqred 1975).

DTSCUSSION

The Greek vowel space does not compretely conform to a princiore
of maximal- disperson. Some vowels do not utilise the full
acoustic space. First, the r¡cr,¡els I u ] and I o ] are too close
together. second, the vowel I e ] is considerabry centralized.
The Greek vowel space was compared with the vowel spaces of two
spanish dialects, Dlexican and peninsular spanish (Godínez l97B).
Figure 2 shows the comparison. First, the average I i ] an<l
I u ] of Greek is somevrhat lower tlìan in Spanish. This is what
makes Greek I u ] and I o ] closer together than expected from
a principle of maximal dispersion. Second, the Greek t e ] is
centrali-zed in comparison with spanish. This shrinks the Greek
backness dimension.

l4aximal- dispersion is one factor governing the Greek vowel
space. However it is clearly not the only one¡ examínation of
the historical devefopment of the spani-sh and Greek vowels ma¡¡
cast some light on the observed differences between the two
languages. First, in modern Greek the vowel /e/ has come both
from the short classical. /e/ and the classi-caf diphthonq /ai,/;
this merger of /ai/ wj_tl, /e/ mav have contributed to the centrar
val-ue of mod.ern Greek /e/. Spanish has never had this kind of
vowel change. second, the modern Greek /u/ ]nas derived succes-
sively from the pre-classical diphthong I ou ] via mid cl_ose
I o: I to the classicaf tul . On the other hand, the Spanish
/o/ lnas come directl-y from the classical Latín /u:/. That the
Greek /u/ is lower than spanish /u/ indicates that. the modern
Greek vowel may reflect its deveropment from classical Greek.
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Thus, the current Greek vowel space may be the resu'It of the
principle of maximal dispersion and the historical development
of the Greek vowel sounds; but there may be other factors
involved too.

Thís work has been done in a course taught by Mona Lindau.
She has given me substantial help víhich T gratefully acknowledqe.
I have also profj-ted from discussions with Sidne¡¡ Wood.
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TONAL INTERÄCTION BETWEEN ATTITUDE AND GRAMMAR
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1 TNTRODUCT]ON

From time to time the effect of different attitudes and emo-

tions on spoken language has been a subject of interest to
lingqi-sts, e.g. Hadding-Koch (196I) in her study on southern
Swedish intonation. The following is an account of a prelimi-
nary investigation i-nto how different attitudes may effect the
tonaf pattern of declarative and interrogative sentences in
Swedish. Several factors can be taken to influence fundamental
frequency (Fo)which is the prirnary acoustic correlate of in-
tonation. Some possible factors are: (a) grammatical sentence
structure (which is a result of factors such as position of
sentence accent (SA) and declarative or interrogative function
of the sentence); (b) attitude of the speaker; and (c) sentence
context, Here I will deal with points (a) and (b) and investi-
gate in b¡hat way a certain grammatical structure and a certain
attitude of the speaker will interact to yield a specific Fo-
contour. In this study context will- not be changed for a given
combj-nation of grammatical structure and attitude, except for
SA. Of course attitude of the speaker may also affect other
speech parameters than Fo such as duration, intensity, formant
frequencies and voice quality.

2 THE }iIEANINGS OF TNTONATTON

Cruttenden (1979a) assumes that the meaninc¡s of i-ntonation,
partì-cularly those associated with the basic division between
rising and falling tunes, can be ascribed to a level of ab-
straction higher than grammar, attitude, lexis or discourse.
Meanings associated r¡rith falling tunes are fabelfed 'strongr
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while meanings associated htj-th risíng tunes are labelled rweak'.

He also states (L979b, p.I8) that "the use of fall and rise to
mark one dimension of meaning will inply its use to mark cer-
tain other dimensions, ê.g. íf the difference between fall and

rise ís used to mark an atti-tudinal distinction between neutral
and deferential, it will also be used to mark the distinction
between statement and question". Further, if there is a conflict
of applicability betv¡een different dimensions of meaning de-

manding usage of 'strongt tunes in one dimensiôn and usage of
tweakt tunes j-n another, then "a required attitudinal usage \"/i11

always overrule a required grammatical usage" (Cruttenden

L979b, p.18) .

3 THE MEANINGS OF INTONATfON fN SWEDISH

No\Á/ the distinction between terminal rise and fall- can be used

to signal the distinction between declarative and interrogative
functi-on also for Swedish sentences. Ho.ttrever, a description of
Swedish interrogative intonatíon involves the change of several
parameters, as is shown by Gårding (1979, p.215). She concludes
that the most important cue to j-nterroqative intonation is prob-
ably the extra widening of the frequency register in connection
wÍth the SA manifestation. Ho'b/ever, the perceptual relevance of
this assumption has not yet been tested. Bredvad-Jensen (1980)

describes tonal correlates of the interrocfative function in a

southern Swedish dialect. She uses three main correlates to de-
scribe the interrogative function of both yes/no and wh-ques-
tions, and for yes/no questions she needs an additional tonal
correlate. These will be presented in connection with Fí9.2.
The results are similar to Gårding's but described ln different
terms. It seems clear that for the southern Swedish dialect
reported here, sentence intonation exhibits more than one para-
meter of importance in the tonal curve, making clear the dis-
tinctíon between declarative and interrogative function. There-
fore it seems natural to assume that, for Swedish, the two
assumptions made by Cruttenden (1979b, p.18) probably cannot
be applied without adapting them to these new conditions.
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It seems plausible that fall-versus-rise is orre of several
parameters which can be used to mark both the attitudinal and
the grammatical- distinctions and it also seems 1ike1y that not
al-1 of these parameters are used simul-taneously and to the same

extent to mark these distinctions. When listening to Swedish I
can easily tel1 a deferential declarative utterance (= 'weak'
category for attitudinal reasons) from a c¡uestion (= 'weak'
category for grammatical- reasons). Is this so for contextual-
(and other) reasons only or is there scñe tonal evidence which
can explain the perceptual impression?

4 PROCEDURE

recorded speech materiâ1 is shown in Table IThe

Yes,/no

Euestion

Statement

VSO-

question

svo-
guestion

Lämnar lqanne nallarna?
Is Manne leavinq the teddy-bearsi

Manne 1ämnar nalfarna?
Manne is leavinq the teddy-bearsl

l4anne låimnar na1larna.
Manne is leavinq the teddv-bears

Table 1. The speech material.
order and VSO refers

SVO refers to unreversed word
to reversed word order.

The sentences were first uttered in a neutral way, then the
informant was asked to talk with a polite attitude and finally
r^/ith a det,ermined attitude. The informant was given imagined
situations as a help to elicit the demanded attj-tude. She had
no trouble following the instructions. The attitud.es are chosen
to fit in the two categories discussed by Cruttenden, the po-
lite attitude as an example of the 'weak'category and the de-
termined attitude as an example of the 'strong' category.

For each sentence the position of sentence accent (Sa) was
systematically varied, so that either of the three words in
the sentences receive SA. Thus for each sentence li-sted above
there were three dífferent versions with SÄ, either in initial,
medial or final position, which amounts to a total of 3 x 3 = 9
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sentences, each recorded five times. Each sentence rltas preceded
by a context sentence, v¡hich is a question which is designed to
elicit the aFprcpriate SA in the followinq sentence. An example

of a question/question pair is (SA position in i.tallcs) : Ivlanne

gör vaddå med nallarna? Manne Lämnay' nallarna? ('Manne is doing
what vrith the teddy-bears? Manne ís Leauíng the teddy-bears?')
For a more thorough discussion of the sentence accent concept
and its use see Bruce (1977 , p.20-24). Here SA and focus will
be treated as equivalent concepts.

To obtain continuous Fo-contours v¿hich are fairly undisturbed
by segmental factors, the test words are composed of sonorant
consonants and vowels of the same degree of opening, here non-
hiqh vowels.

The main informant, whose tonal contours will be shorrn in the
figures, is a female, non-phonetician student from Halmstad,
which belongs to the south dialect area in Sv¿eden. The tonal
contours of a female phonetician from the same dialect area (my-

self) will be used as a reference.

5 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSTON OF Fo-CONTOURS

Explanation of notation used in connection with the figures.

The word wtricn receives SA is underli-ned in the text. The arrow
points to a common line-up point in the time domain for the
contours involved, here the first Cv-boundary in the ¡nedial
vrord. A vertical bar indicates the first CV-boundary in each of
the last two words in each sentence. Thick contour lines indi-
cate vowels and thin contour lines indicate the consonantal part
of the contour.

The position of SA governs the course of the Fo contours as can
be seen in the neutral- question contours in Fíg.I. A very wide
frequency range is manifested in connection with the sentence
accented word. The prefocal contour varies within a very lim-
ited frequency range and the postfocal- contour is in between.
The contours a.lso 1ie \^rithin the same freouency ranges. In the
following T shafl concentrate the analysis on the sentences
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with SA in the media] position.

În Fí9,2 the neutral st.atement with SA in the medial position
is cornpared to the corresponding Svo-qusestion. These sentences
are structurally identical only differing in grammatical func-
tion, i.e., declarative versus interrogative. The statement be-
longs to the'strong'and the question to the 'weak'category
on the graÍunatical leve1. Now this difference in function great-
ly influences the tonal contour, as v/as pointed out in Bredvad-
Jensen (1980). Four points of comparison can be set up:
(a) The wide j-nterval in connection with SA for the statement
(see Bruce and Gårding 1978, p.222-223) is still wider for the
question.
(b) The prefocal and postfocal Fo-contours in the question are
compressed in comparison with the statement contour.
(c) The question contour is charactarízed by a higher overall
frequency level in comparison with the statement.
(d) The question terminates with a rise and the statement v¡ith
a fafl, v/hich is very pronounced, ending in a creaky voice.
Points (a) and (d) can be called local features Ín the sense
that these modifications influence only certain small-er parts
of the Fo-contour. On the other hand point (b) and (c) can be

calfed global features implying an influence on a larger part
of the Fo-contour. Looking at the meaning distinction on the
grammatical leve1 and its tonal correlates it seems as if we

tentatively could refer to the 'strong'-rweak' dichotomy using
the above mentioned points (a) to (d) , as a way of specifying
the tonal distinctions found on the graÍmatical 1eveI.

In Eig,3 the neutral Svo-question is compared with the corre-
sponding VSO-question, where the interrogative funcÈion j-s also
marked by the reversed word order. The simifarities between the
two Fo-contours are apparent, appart from the difference in de-
gree of the frequency range in connection with SA. But sti11,
the tonal Fo-contour of the Vso-qusetion ís clearly distinct
from the statement contour and the same points of comparison
are valid for both the VSO and for the SvO-c{uestion.
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Fi gure 3. The effect of reversed word order on questi ons.
SA in the medial position.

In Fig.4 a neutraf statement is compared with a polite statement.
A neutralstateÍÊnt belonqs to the 'strong' category but for the
polite statsrEnt we arrive at a tonal confLíct. Tn the attitudin-
a1 dimension the sentence must belong to the rhreak' category
and in the grammatical dimension it must belong to the 'strong'
category. According to Cruttenden, a reoui,red attitudinal usage
will always overrule a required grammatical usage, but for the
polite statenrent the conflict is resolved in a different way, as
can be seen in Fig.4. the wide frequency range in connection
with SA is still wider for the polite statement and this is the
same as point (a) above. For the other points we find no si_mil-
aritíes between the neutraf cJuestj-on and the polite statement,
but rather a tendency in the opposite direction for point (b),
i-mplying a frequency expansíon outside focus too. The statement
contour is modified by the attitude, but the shape of the con-
tour .is more similar to the neutral statement than to the c¡ues-
tion contours in Fig.5.

Figut,e 5 also exhibits a case of tonaL confLíct for the deter-
mined question, which belongs to the 'weak' category in the
grammatical dimension but betongs to the 'strong' category in
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the attitudinal dimension. The confl-íct is solved in such a walz

that both 'v/eak' and 'strongr demands are satisfied. In compar-
ing the determined question with the neutral- question we find:
(a) that the SA frequency range i-s compressed just as for the
correspondíng statement; (b) less prefocal compression, but
more than for the statenrent; (c) not as high overafl frequenci¡
Ieve1, but higher than for the statenent; and (d) a somewhat
fess marked final rise.

Thus we have found for the two cases of tonaL confLict related
here, that attitudinal considerations do not overrufe grammati-
caf ones, but modify the tonal curve. This modificatlon will
not extinguish the grammatical character (statement versus ques-
tion) exhibited in the Fo-contours. The whole pattern will never
be changed; only range changes are shown.

Is it possible to detect a tonaL sl;r'engthening effecL in Fo-
contours if a sentence belongs to the same category for both
grammatical and attitudinal reasons? In the Dolite ouestion in
Edg.6, $rhich belongs to the 'v/eak' category for both grammatical
and attitudinal reasons, the strongest tendency is point (a),
the frequency expansion in connection with SA. The Fo-contour
seems to be a strengttrening of the pattern for the neutral ques-
tion. This frequency-expansion parameter is also f-he one which
is mostly affected by the polite attitude, cf. Fiq.4.

În Fig,Z we also have a possible candidate for a l;onaL stz'engi;h-
ening effect, as the determined statement belongs to the 'strong'
category for both grammatical reasons (declarative function) and
for attitudinaf reasons (determined attitude). coing from polite
to neutral attitude achieves a compression in connection with
SA, but could going from neutral to determined attitude achieve
a further compression for SA? Hov/ can a strengthening effect be
achieved without damaging the impression of the medial focus
position? As can be seen in Fig.7, a radical freouency compres-
sion in the prefocal and postfocal parts of the contour is achi-
eved, probably enpLrasi"zing the impression of SA fall and adding
to the impresslon of finality in this utterance. Thus it seens
as if a frequency compression outside focus is not reserved for
interrogâtive expressions only.
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Tabte 2. Tendencies in the relations between the tonal ¡ra.rameters and
tllei-r different usages. S= for ståtqrents, F for questions.

6 SUIIOÍARY

Two different attitudes, besides neutrality, were investigated,
namely an attitude of politeness and one of determination. The

effect of these altitudes on the tonal contour was related to
the effect of decl-arative versus interrogative function of a

sentence. The dichotomy between rstrong' and tweakt meanings

was adapted from Cruttenden. 'Strong' meanings include state-
ment's in the grammatical dimension and determined attitude in
the attitudinal dimensj-on whereas 'weak' meani-ngs include c.ues-

tions and polite attitude. Table 2 summarj-zes the discussion
of the 'strong' and 'weak' usages of the tonal parameter:s.
It v¡as found that there ¡vas no sirnple one-to-one correspondence
for either the rweak'tonal correlates or for the'strong'ton-
al correlates used in the different dimensions. This is con-
trary to the assumptj-ons of Cruttenden but in accordance with
the assumptions made in section 3. Cases of tonaL confLict,
i.e. rweakr and rstrong' demands simultaneousllr in different
dimensions, also showed that attitudinal considerations do

not overrule gramnatical ones, but modify the tonal contour in
such a way that the grammatical character of the contour is
preserved, Cases of tonaL stz,engthen'íng showed that the non-
focal frequency compressíon may not be an interrogatory fea-
ture per se. Rather it seems as íf it helps to emohasize the
character displayed especially in the freeuency range changes
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POLITE-
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in connection with sentence accent, for both questions
tements. A preliminary answer to the question raised
tj-on 3 is that, yes, for this person it seems as if
context, syntax, etc., but also the character of the
tours explain the perceptual impression.

Ìn
and sta-

s ec-
not onfy
tonal con-

7 CONCLUDTNG REMARKS

The relatj-ons betv/een the different tonal parameters are the
same for the VSO- and the Svo-questions, though differences in
degree may occur. This is also valid for the relations exhib-
ited in the sentences with SA in either the initial or finaf
position, where some minor adjustment in connection with sen-
tence accent position is shown. Also, the data from my own

speech exhibit the same refations as the material from the main
informant.
The perceptual importance of the different tonal parameters has
not been studied yet, but is of course crucial to thei-nterpr:eta-
tion of the data presented here, At present more data is being
collected and perceptual experiments are planned.
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TONAL AND TEMPORAL INTERPLAY

Gösta Bruce

I NTRODUCTI ON

t^lhen in my thesis I discussed the jnterplay of tonal commands, I assumed a

basically f.ixed temporal program (Bruce .ì977, 
chapter 5). The observed tonal

adjustments, e.g. ìnterruption, anticipation and delay of Fo-changes, were

interpreted as the result of an adaptation to the g'iven time restrictions in

cases where tonal commands conflict. This tonal dependence on the temporaì

setting is presupposed jn the intonation models in Bruce (1977, chapter 8)

and Bruce and Gårding (1978). The rationale for this view is that certajn

rhythmical demands connected to the concept of isochrony must be fulfilled.

The same view that the temporaì program is basjc and the tonaì program has

to adjust to it finds support ìn a study by Erikson (1973) on the

synchronization of the onset of the secondary stress syllable and the

Fo-contour in Swedish disyìlabic compounds. An increase in the number of

consonants in the medial cluster and thus a delay of the second vowel

onset will cause a corresponding delay of the Fo-contour of this syllable.

In their modeling of the temporal organization of Swedìsh utterances

Lindblom et al. (1976) also imply a temporal independence from tonal events.

Recent work on tonal and ternporaì interpìay lends support to a different
view of this dependence. In a study of final lengthening, Lyberg (1979)

suggests that the final lengthenìng observed in swedish may at least partìy

be a functjon of the fundamental frequenc¡r change required in final
position, This is to say that tonal demands might govern the durations of

the segments involved.

Uhman et al. (1979) hypothesize that the actual durations of segments may

be secondary effects of other, "primary acoustic effects". For example they

have found that an Fo-change covering a wide range tends to lengthen the

segments involved.

In their extreme form these two hypotheses about tonal and temporaì

.interplay make opposìte predictions (cf. Lindblom's discussion in Nordic

Prosody 1978, pp. 293-?95). Figure 1 is an attempt to illustrate the

consequences of the hypotheses for the tonal and temporal domains' For each
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Figure 1

HYPOTHESIS A

HYPOTHESIS B

Illustration of consequences of two opposite hypotheses about
tonal.and temporal interpìay for the Fo-contour and segment
durations. For each hypothesìs a simpìer (upper part) ánd a
more complex (lower part) Fo-contour is shown.

hypothesis a sìmpìer (upper part) and a more complex Fo-contour are shovrn.

These hypothetical Fo-contours are similar to those found in a standard
Sweciish accent 2-word in non-focal and focal posìtion respectively.

According to hypothesìs A (temporal-to-tonal) the addition of a second
rise-fall after the first one forces Fo to make a shortcut - interruption of
the Fo-falì by the immediately following rise - to fit a fixeC temporal
progranr. Hypothesìs B (tonal-to-temporal), on the other hand, predicts that
adding another rise-fall to the first one will cause a lenghtening of the

TONAL

TEI,IPORÀ,L
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actual segments.

The purpose of the present study is to study the tonal and temporal inter-
play in the light of these two extreme hypotheses. It should be poinled

out from the begìnning that they serve as nuì1 hypotheses against which

thìs ìnterpìay can be studied. One way of doing this, the one that will
be used here, is to keep the segmental context constant (or nearly

constant) and vary the tonal context, Standard Swedish with its relatively
complex tonal system offers good possìbilities for studying this interpìay.

TEST MATERIAL AND INFORMANTS

The test material for this study consists of a subset of the test material

used in my thesis (Bruce 1977) and recorded by my main informant. In this
material placement of sentence accent lvas varied (three dìfferent focus

locations), and for the (first and) final focus'location choice of word

accent. The following sonorant test sentence are included. The portions

within parentheses have not been analysed for thìs study:

12
(¡,ian vilt fa-namma'¡ nåra) -lån

L -lämnaj

3123
- t ::ïï: J.,,ne 

wa n rs' 
f.....$ 

**, 
iïîTÌ ü:ï:.. J

A similar material was recorded by a second informant:

1 2 tn3*r.") r .fl3nsl¡nlmue'sl
(Dom virr -slippa) 'tt"t;;;;;J (Thev want to avoid)ltar,JLrr, l

t::¡!;;:ll. They want ,o uul,¿ .r'Sppins ,r.t:iin.,,'Ì.

In addition a paralleì material in an obstruent context, where segmentation

difficu.lties are judged to be less than in a sonorant environment, was

recorded by the same informant. Besides varyìng the placement of sentence

accent and choice of word accent in fjnal position in this material,

the phrase structure of the last part of the sentence containing

either one word (compound) or two words was varied. Variation ofthe
placement of secondary stress in the compound was also included:

a2

Dom vill 'slippa -nacka

1?
Dom vill -slìppa 'nacka,skotten. They want to avoid the Nacka-Scotsman

2
nacka, schacket
nackajac, kett

1

.(They want to avoid) the

2

./Nac ka-ches sI
lNacka-coat JJ

(Domvitr -srippa)[-
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Both informants are female and represent the Stockholm varìety of

Standard Swedìsh.

RISULTS

Fìgures 2 and 3 show average values of segment durations and Fo-peaks and

vatleys of sonorant test phrases for the two speakers'

In non-final position the two speakers seem to use different strategìes.
For the word'1ånga speaker EH appears to have approximately the same du-

rations in focal (Fig 2, medial part) and pre-focal position (Fig 2,

upper part). The higher tonal demands of the focus - because of the sen-

tence accent rise, which is absent out of focus (cf' Bruce 1977, chapter 3)-

result in an interruption of the word accent faìì by the sentence accent

rise in -långa. This is evident for -långa jn the context of the accent

2-word 'nunnor (Fls 2, right column), whjle the situation in the context

of the accent 1-word'nummer (Fig 2, left column) is less clear-cut.

Speaker UN, on the other hand, lengthens all segments in -långa in focal

pos.ition (Fjg 3, mediaì part), as compared to pre-focal position (flg S,

upper part). This Iengthening is non-uniform, however, and affects maìn1y

the duration of the long consonant In.] in -långa. No interruptìon of the

word accent fall is apparent, In fact, the range of the Fo-fall is wider

in focal than ìn pre-focal position. ln particular the extra increase of

the long consonant mìght be expla'ined by reference to the higher tonal

demands of the focus,with the sentence accent rise involvìng mainìy thìs
segment.

In fìnal position, however, the speakers use similar strategìes. For the
accent Z-word'nunnor the durations are longer in focal (Figs. Z and 3,
upper part) than in post-focal position (Figs. 2 and 3, medìal part).
The lengthening is found mainly for the long consonantIn,] and the
final vowel Ic], exactly those segments where a temporal adaptatìon to
tonal demanos should be expected in focal position, as the sentence accent

rise and the terminal jucture fall - which are absent ìn post-focal posì-
tion - are manjfested here (cf. Bruce 1977, chapter 3). The range of the

word accent fall is clearly wider jn post-focal positìon, however. ln focus
the word accent fall in -nunnor is interrupted by the sentence accent rise.
This means that for both speakers we have a tonal as well as a temporal

adaptation in focal position. A para11el pìcture is found also for the
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accent'l-word -nummer in focal and post-focal posìtion.

According to hypothesìs B (tonal-to-temporaì) we would expect more'lenghtening for an accent 2-word than for an accent 1-word in focus because
of the more complex tonaì pattern (cf, Figs. 2 and 3, upper part). This
preciìctìon ìs not supported by the data. r,re find approximately the same
durations for accent r and accent 2, There are only marginal differences in
duration. l.le woutd have expected a rarger increase of the rong consonant
and also of the finar vowel for the accent 2-word, as compared to the accent
1-word, with reference to the difference in tonar comprexity there. These
results contradict the findings by Uhman et al. (1979, p.309) for a
similar cornparison.

For speaker EH there is a durational d.ifference jn the final vowel, which
might be tied to the higher tonal demands in the accent 2-word. But com_
paring the post-focaì version of -nummer/-nuUel (cf. Figs. 2 and 3, medial
part), where the Fo-diffe..n.. forlr,.JììJ uo".r is absent, approxima-
tely the same difference in duration for the finar vower is present. There-
fore it is 1ike1y that the vowel difference Ie]versus Ic1 is responsìb1e
for the ìonger duration of the final vower in the accent z-word.

The conclusion is then that the same temporal program is used in focus (for
both speakers) for accent 1 and accent 2 in spite of the hìgher tonar de-
mands for accent 2.

That a wider range of an Fo-change does not necessariìy bring about ronger
durations is clearlv evident in Figs. 2 and 3, showìng the durations of-långa in post-focal (lower part) compared with pre-foca.ì posìt.ion (upper
part). The much wider range of the Fo-falr (for both EH and uN) in post-
focal than ìn pre-focal positìon is not accompanied by ìonger durat.ions of
the segments involved. In fact the durations are shorter.in post-focal
position.

For the two post-focal versions of'nummer and -nunnor (Figs. 2 and 3, me-
dial and ìower part) there is a considerable difference in the Fo-range of
the word accent falì. In spìte of thjs clear Fo-difference, the increase in
the segment durations of the version with a wìder range is onìy marginal,

A case where tonal demands cannot explain temporal differences ìs exempli-
fied in Figure 4. The temporal structure of the last portion / [aket¡ 6¡
the compound is clearly different, if the secondary stress is on the
penultimate or the ultimate syìlable. In focal position (Fig 4, left
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Fìgure 4 The effect of the placement of sentence accent. Speaker UN.

Typical Fo-contours of compounds wìth varying placement of
secondary stress. Mean values of 6 repetitions of segment
durati ons.

column) the Fo-contours are dìstinct, but in post-focal position (Fig 4,

right column) the Fo-contours are more or less identical. In this latter
context the secondary stress placement appears to be signalled primarily

by the dìfference in temporal structure (cf. Bruce 1977, p.14)'

DISCUSSION

Erikson's paper (.l973) on the synchronization of articulatory and phonatory

processes cited as evidence for the temporal-to-tonal hypothesis showed a

delay in the Fo-contour of the second syllable when the number of inter-
vocalic consonants increases, and consequently the vowel onset of the

second syllable is delaye d as in words like 'hingst,språng compared to
-bi,hang. It should be noted that it is often the case - at least in
running speech - that a heavy consonant cluster will be reduced' probably

decreasing the duration of the cluster, ê.9. Ihi0:stsprcrJr] pronounced

as [rri¡:spr:q:]. Although it is fulìy possìble to retain the whole

cluster even in running speech, the dropping of consonants is customary in

heavy clusters, which may partìy be due to the rhythmical constraints of

a relatjve isochrony.
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It is clear from thjs study, however, that the Fo-contour does not live its
own life, The Fo-contour - or certajn.critical Fo-points - are crucjally
dependent on certain artìculatory events. Thìs point is probably agreed on

even by those who advocate the tonal-to-temporal hypothesìs (cf.Ohman et

al. 1979, p, 3'l0) and is not under debate. In this sense the temporal-to-

tonal hypothesis is supported.

tsut it is stìll not clear , whether the realization of a complex tonal

pattern can force Fo to make adaptatìons to the temporal program' or

whethelit will elicit a stretching of the segments involved' or some

combination of both.

Comparing focal and non-focal positìon we find a more complex tonal pattern

in focus. Normally we also f.ind longer segment durations in focus. This is
evident from Figure 5, whjch gives the durations for speaker UN for the

phrase /s1ip:a nak:a skot:en/. The Figure shows that aì1 segments are being

stretched in focus posjtion. The increase is not confined to the segments

- mainly the long consonant - where the sentence accent rjse is found,

although the increase appears to be larger here, This general increase may

be ìnterpreted as a direct contribution of focus to the temporal domain.

'i.e. perhaps both tonal and temporaì changes are ìndependent consequences

of focus. Temporaìly this means that the focal part - the most informative
part of an utterance - is sìmply given more tìme space.

As was noted above, the largest jncrease in duration for focus position is
given to the long consonant of the stressed syllable. It has been pointed

out that this ìs the segment where the sentence accent rise ìs usually

executed, which lends support to the tonal-to-temporal hypothesis. But

there js another possìble explanatìon. In a study of the effect of sentence

accent on quantity, Bannert ('ì979) has shownthatit is the phonologìcaììy

long segment of a stressed syllable that is given the largest increase in

duration, i.e. the ìong vowel in a V:C-structure and the ìong consonant in

a VC:-structure. This non-unjform ìncrease in duration - the ìong segment
'increasìng more than other segments - ìs expected for the following
reason. If the quantìty contrast is to be preserved, the duratjonal djf-
ferences must increase with increasing segment durations (cf. Bannert

1979, p. 256). Therefore the non-uniform increase of segment durations in
focus can be accounted for without any reference to specific tonal demands.

Moreover the tonal-to-temporal hypothesis cannot be used to explaìn the
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extra increase of the ìong segment ìn a V:C-context, as the long voweì

does not directly involve the tonal contribution of focus.

In a situation where focus and position in the sentence are kept constant

and only word accent is varìed, givìng a more complex tonal pattern for
the accent Z-word than for the accent 1-word, the temporal differences

were shown to be minimal. If hypothesis B (tonal-to-temporal) were true,
we would have expected a clear temporal difference between the two tonal

contexts. l,lith reference to the above discussion it can be concluded that
the evidence for the tonal-to-temporal hypothesis in the present study is

scarce.

It is of course possible that the actual temporaì program for the focal
portion of an utterance in Swedish "has been sculptured by the evolutìon-
ary forces of language use" (cf. Lìndblom et al. 1976, p. 65). As there

is usually a more complex tonal pattern'in focal position, this may have

contnibuted to longer durations for the focal portìon than for non-focal
portions of an utterance. This would mean that we are faced with a temporal

preprogramming and not a moment-by-moment adjustment of the temporaì pro-

gram to the specific tonal demands, as has been suggested by Lyberg (1979,

p. le6).

In order to arrive at a better understanding of the tonal and temporal

interplay it is necessary to isolate the critical points of an Fo-contour

and to examine their variability in time and frequency. In spìte of the

relative .inert'ia of the laryngeal system compared to the supra-laryngeal

system Fo appears to be relatively fìexible in the executjon of a complex

tonal pattern. Interruption, anticipation and deìay of Fo-changes are

possible ways of coping with this kind of situation (see Bruce 1977,

chapter 5). For example the terminal juncture fall occurs with a deìay ìn
the accent 2-word'nunnor in focus (Figs. 2 and 3, upper part) relative to

the accent l-word -nummer. This flexibility of Fo makes it difficult to

see how tonal demands could affect the segment durations to any consider-

ab'le degree.

The results from the present study of tonal and temporal interpìay ìn

Standard Swedish indicate that there ìs a basic, temporal patternìng whìch

is independent of the tonal patternìng. It has not been possible to confirm
that this basìc, temporal pattern is modified by certain tonal demands.
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Bruce G. and E. Gårding. t97B. "A prosod
Nordic Prosody, E. Gårding et al.
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OPTIIqAL TEACHTNG OF SWED]SH PRONUNCTATÏON

.E;va Gardr-ng

Summary of a project
supported by the
Bank of Sweden Tercentenâry Foundation.

This report completes our project, optimal teaching of Swedish

pronunciation (optimering av svenskt uttal) , which has been

supported by the Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation from

1.7.1976 to 31.12,1979.

The goal of the project was to improve the teaching of Swedish

pronunciation to foreigners.

In the last two decades Sweden has had a large influx of immi-

grants. By now, of every hundred people living here, ten have

a language other than Swedish as their mother tongue. Many of
them speak Swedish with a foreign accent, which hampers co¡nmu-

.nlcatlon and may be a serious social handicap.

Immigrants settling 1n Sweden are entitled to a course of 240

hours of Swedlsh during which they receive their regular pay.

AlI this activity has brought about a number of excellent
teachíng materials, often based on contrastÍve analyses of

Swedish and some of the most well-represented immigrant lan-
guages. The phonetic part of these analyses,howeverrhave cen-

tered on speech sounds and sound svstems, and the characteris-
tícs of continuous speech, in particular prosodY, Í.e. rhythm

and intonation, have been neglected. In fact, teaching of
pronunciatlon has often been confined to correction of isolated
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items, so-called teacherrs shlbboleths, like IoS] for [,]] as

in rú.nga and I y ] for I u ] as in /r¿¿ .

In the project description we used the concept of optimizatlon
because we wanted teachers to make optimal use of the tfme
allotted to pronunciation. Here are some examples of the ques-
tions we asked:

What are the most important features in an acceptable
Swedish pronunciation?
What is the interference from the primary language, not
only in speech sounds but also ln syllabic structure and

prosodic features?
How do these features impalr understanding?

Ho$r are these features avolded?
What are the causal relatlons between different features
of a foreign accent?

Tt has been known for a long t,ime that phonetic feaÈures ap-
pear ln hierarchies. For Ínstance, lf the nasal consonant /q/
occurs in a language, the consonant /n/ also occurs. Ì{e have
found that, this appJ-ies also to errors of pronunciatlon. They
tend to occur in structured bundles, an important fact for
optimizatl-on.

Work on the project has been reported ln Praktlsk Llngvlstik
(PL) 1, 3 and 5. It consists of the following major parts.

1. Collection of data

hfe have recorded samples of Swedlsh spoken by representatlves
of major imrnigrant groups and of languages hthose phonology

differs from Swedish in an fnteresttng way. For each speaker

there are several kinds of recorded materlaLs, spontaneous
speech, readings of texts,etc. The recordings are stored ln
what we call Thø accenÍ oJLchivQ.[ (brytningsarkívet) , housed

at the Department of Linguistics and Phonetics at Lund Unlver-
slty.
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À¿ present the archives contain speech samples from 25 lan-
guages. The publications are accompanied by cassettes which

contain illustrative speech samples from the archives.

It should be noted that the data could be used for studies of
other components of a forej-gn accent as weIIr e'9. studies of
morphology, syntax and semantics,

2. Error analysis

Statistically important errors for a special group of for-
eigners are classified as rules violating the Swedish phono-

logÍcaI system. These errors are presented in dÍagrams as va-
riatlons from the target vowels and consonants of Swedish and

from the target components of the prosodic system (PL 5) .

3. Eva luatioñ of errors

Hypotheses on the severity of errors from a listenerrs Poinc
of viaw were formed. In our evaluatlon vt€ w€re noÈ only con;

cerned wlth code errors but also wlth psychollngulstlc aspocts

of speech. To mast'er the units of Èhe code, the Phonemest ls
not enough. Timíng, syllabificatlon and accentuation are ltn-

portant cues to the listener and should conform to Swedlsh

patterns (PL 1).

For pedagogicaf purposes, errors can be put into two main ca-

tegorles , ndiorL and nLnorL ones (PL 5). A major error would be

to speak swedish v/ithout dlfferentlating l-ong and short vowels"

This violates not only the code but also the syllablc structure
of swedish and t,herefore dlsrupts an lmportant element of the

rhythm. An example of a mLnor error would be to pronounce /y/
tor /u/ 1n e.g. hut.

Some experiments have been conducted in order to give thls view

a firm basis. Manipulated stimulÍ have been made (using the

program developed at the Phonetics Instltute in Uppsala) in
whtch an lnput sígnal of broken swedish has been corrected for
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rhythm and lntonatlon. So far these stlmuli have not been form-
aIly tested, but they are useful as lllustratlons of the impor-
tance of prosody 1n the teachlng of pronunciatlon. (pL 1, p 68
and ff and Tape 1 )

4. Error syndromes

croups of cooccurríng error types have been established and
checked against data from the archives. Very often, these sug-
gested syndromes are contradlcted by the data but we have been
able to confLrm a number of them. For instance, devoicing of
voiced obstruents after volceLess obsLruents is connected t/ith
aspJ.rat.fon. Negative as srell as posltive evidence may be of pe-
dagogical Lnterest. There are certaln close associations 1n the
mlnds of teachers that have to be broken. For example, teachers
who are speakers of Swedlsh or other GermanÍc languages tend to
assocfate long syllab1es $rith stressed ones, but thls assocla-
tlon ls not true for all languages.

5. Case studies

Teachers of Swedlsh as a foreign language often want to knohr
about specÍal 'tricks' that can be helpful in the teaching of
pronunciation. This was one of the reasons why Robert Bannert
and Gösta Bruce conducted some case studies uslng audio-visual
feedback to study and correct articulatory gestures. This ac-
tivity attracted many customers but only a few could be served
(PL ',l) .

Results from our project work (1-5 above) have made 1t possl-
b1e to descrlbe and explaln difficultles that forelgners of
dífferent llnguistíc background encounter in Swedish, to sug-
gest pratÍcaI remedies, to show how to order pronunciation
exercíses and how to integrate them r,¡ith other parts of the
J-anguage course (PL 5).

Our \'rork may also be of interest for phonological theory. In
fact, our recorded materlal is a wealth of information for any
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phonol-ogist looking for natural correLates of phonological

features and universal and language speclfic characterlstfcs
of language.

Orqanlzation and

Robert Bannert, who was a fulltime research asslstant for the

project from 1976.07.01 to 1979.12.31 was the only person who

was paid for his work by project funds. Gösta Bruce assísted
in the case studies, and I acted as consuliant and editor. Sec-

retarlàl aid was gÍven by fsah¡el Alvarez and Lena Svensson,

both paid by AMS (Sr¡edlsh Board of Employment). The Depart-

ment of Linguístics housed us and gave us access to Èhe equip-

ment of the Phonetics Laboratory. A Voicescope was provlded

by a grant from Lund University. Staffan ZetterLund and Sven

öhman, Uppsala, helped us with some of the experlments.

Project reports

Praktlsk lingvistik nr 1

Parktisk llngvistlk nr 3

Praktisk llngvistlk nr 5

Flrst edition
Second edltion
First edition
First edition

1 000
700

1 500

1500

These reports vtere sold at a moderate price. Às a rule the

proceeds from one number covered the productlon costs of the

following number.

publicatlons connected with the pro ect

"oDtimerfng av svenskt uttal"

Gårding E. 1974, Kontrastfv prosodi. Lund

', (ed.'t '1976, Kontrastiv fonetik och syntax med
svenska I centrum. Lund

1 976, optimerlng av uttalsundervlsnl'ngen.
Cóntrlbutlon to symp. "FoneÈik och ut-
talspedagoglk", 29-52. B. Lindblom och
P.-8. Nordströn (eds) . Institutionen
för llngvistíkr Stockholms unlversitet
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A PRESENTATION OF THE LUND MODEL FOR SV']EDÌSH TNToNATION

Eva Gårding & Gösta Bruce

The aim of this paper is threefold, to give a brief review of
a generaÈive model for Swedish intonation v¡hich hae been de-
veloped in Lund (Bruce & cårding 1978. Gårding 1979), to in-
troduce a few modiflcations and finally to give some general
com¡nents on íts scope and nature.

The model orÍginaÈed from a study of fundamental frequency (Fo)

curves ín an extensive materlal representing four Swedish dia-
lects. Its purpose is to generate such curves usíng only a few
linquisticalfy felevant parameters.

Model

The following two pages, which v/ere a handout at the sympo-

sium, summarÍze the model. It consists of a linguisti-c part,
an algorithmic part and a colledtion of prescript.ions and con-
ventions. The llnguistic variables are hrord accents (wA) r sêlt-
Lence accent (SA) or focus, and sentence inÈonation. The pro-
totypes of the diaÌects are Malmö (South) , Dalarna (Central) ,

Stockholm (East) and Göteborg (West).

The accents, v/ord accents as well as sentence accent, are re-
presented by high and low points which will become turning
points ín the generated curves. The location of these poi-nts
is determined by the dialect. Stockholm, for instance, has a

HIGH ln the preaccented syllabfe for A1 ând a LOVÍ in the ac-
cented one. Malmö, on the ot,her hand, has a IIIGH in the ac-
cented syllable, and a LOIÁÍ in the postaccented one.

CoÍunon to all the dialects is Èhat Accent 2 comes fater than
Accent 1 and that sentence accent is manifested as a large
pitch interval.

The algorithm is a set of ru1es, the order of which is moti-
vated by practical considerations. A later rule is not permit-
ted to dj-sturb the result of a rule applied earlier. The first
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Swedish intonation model

Linguistic components

Dialecta I repre s en t at ion s

Prescriptions and conventions

Auxilia lines e ssì sentence intonation

nd baseline are approximately straight l i nes. The topl i ne
e. Itsuccessive F9 maxima outside the focus of a phras

starts and ends with the phrase. Its s lope depends on the length
of the phrase and the 'initial and finaì frequenc ies. These vary
rvith sentence intonat 'ion but are otherulise rather constant depend-

ing on the indivi dual speaker's pitch range. 1'he basel i ne connect-
ing successive F6 minima ìs spec ified correspond cal Iines
connect focal maxima or min ima jn different sentence positions
These ljnes are nearlY horizontal

Conventions applyi ng to the rules

LJA IIi hs and Lovrs are on baseline and topline

SA Hi hs and Lows are on focal line

Ex leofana ustment ruìe : If WA Low and SA Hìgh occur jn
ro sA High.

rule: Copy the High and Low of a

na sy e, g ve pr or

sy e onto aux ary ne of the folloling sy llable if
nothi ng
l i nes.

Topl i ne a

connects

Conca tion i ncl udi co

SI

SA
FO-

npùt

^2

A1

L at onset and L at offset (statement)

H¡gher H
Lowe¡ L

Wide interval at A

H o

L o
v7--v--------uz---
v c'v c' vc v

H o

L o

1A South
e.g. Malmö

Higher H

o

o
?7'-VTV-øI
vc'v c¡ vcv

o

o

18 Central
e.g Dalarna

H after A

Wide interval after A

o

o
7q--væ7r--vv,
vC tv C: VCV

o

o

2A East
e.g. Stockholm

LatA
H late after A

o

ow

o

o

28 West
e.g. Göteborg

eìse is indicated. Join neighbouring points by straight
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rule qenerates the frame of the senÈence intonatlon. ft con'
sists of two ínteríor slanting 1ínes, i.e. ' a toplÍne connec-

ting the piùch peaks and a baseline connectíng the pítch val-
leys of the accents outside focus. There are ín addition two

extêriof hatched lines on $thich the HIGHS and the LOWS of sen-
tence accent Iie. These four lines glve position-dependent
pitch values Èo the HIGHS and LOWS of the accents. A state-
ment 1íke the exanple given in the algoríthm ís characterized
by a global faIl gfving decreasfng pitch values to the word
accent H]GHS as well as the LoWS. The second rule inserts the
word accents and t.he third rule the sentence accent. At the
last stage a concatenatj-on rule connects neighbouring points
by straight lines.
With t,hls model $re can simulate observed pitch curves from
dífferent díalects in an acceptable way, as \4te have shown by

IPC-synthesis carried out in Uppsala (Bruce a Gårding 1978').
For the synthesis hre used a carrier phrase made up of segments

which do not differ very much across the dialects. Prosodical-
Iy ít is also very well suited to our purposes since it con-
tains both accents, including A2 in ä polysyllabic compound

and unaccented syllables between the accented ones to show the
maxímal effect of the concatenation rule. (For different dialec-
taf manifestations of compounds, see our other contribution toA1 A2the proceedings.) The phrase was Man anãilunar 1uñdamodeJ-Ierna

'one accepts the Lund modelgr .

ClarÍfications and modificaÈions

The concatenation procedure as well as other diafect inciepen-
dent conventíons are described under prescriptions and conven-
tions.

Here we should l-ike to make two clarifications.

The first concerns the domain óf the baseline/topline construc-
tion. Recent work on text intonation in English (Lehiste 1975)

and ín Finland Swedish (nnkvist and Nordström 1978) suggests
that the domain of intonation can be wider t,han the phrase or
the sentence.
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This has been confirmed aleo for South Swedísh (Bruce, in
press). Paragraphs consisting of two or three Éentences are
kept together by intonaèion, f.e. there is a successive down-

drift in píÈch covering the vthôIe paragraph. The beglnning of
a new paragraph, e.g. a topic shift, appears to be sj.gnalled
by a nevr downdrift from a reset pitch leveÌ.

A natural conclusl-on ls therefore that the domain of the base-
line/toplÍne construction is at least the paragraph or the
text unit.
The second comment concerns the range betqreen the initial and
final frequencies of a text unit. For a qiven íntonation type
we have assumed a constant Fo-range betl^reen the startinq point
and the end point irrespect,ive of the length of the unit. This
implies that the slope of the Fo-contour varies \,/lth the
Iength of the text unit.

Recently Lehiste (1975) for English and Thorsen (1979) for
Danish have shown that the ranqe is not constant but íncreases
wíth an increasing length of the unit.

In material containing text unLts with a varying number of
stress-groups (Bruce, J.n press ) it was found that for South
Swedish the Fo-range between the starting poínt and the end

poínt of each unit ís practícally constant, although the Fo-
range between the flret and the last accented syllab1e appears
to increase \^tith an increasing number of stress-groups. Some

data ttrat we have collected recently make us believe that al-
though the range between the ínitial and final frequency ap-
pears to be constant¡ the topline and the baseline are not nec-
essarÍ1y straight lines as indicated by our model.

Scope and nature

We shall finally coûì¡nent on some línguistic and phonetic prin-
ciples that the model is based on and discuss Íts applÍcabilí-
ty and limitations.
The model is based on a linguistic analysis which separates
word prosody frorn sentence prosody. Thís ís reflected in the
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generative scheme. In this scheme sentence intonatlon comes

first and gives the frame within which the word prosodlc part
can devefop. The sentence accent, focus, breaks the frame by

wídening the pitch int.erval.

Linguistically the HIGHS and LOWS of our model, suggest an in-
tonation system made up of four discrete pítch levels.

Since our analyzed sentences consíst of sonorant segments

only, we can regard the turning points of the pitch curves as

indications of changes in the signafs to the muscl-es {thich
control features of tone and accent. Given the positions on

the time and frequency axes of these turning points we can

derive the full intonation curve. This is reflected by the
concatenation rule. To make the afgorithm applicable to other
segfmental contexts as we11, a certain amount of readjustment
will be needed (gaps for the voiceless consonants will have to
be inserted, loca1 falls before voÍced obstruents due to loss
of transgfottal pressure will be introduced etc. ) .

The position of a HIGH-LoW relative to an accented syllable
varíes from dialect to diatect. The model takes this ínto ac-
count but it should be borne in mÍnd that such a shift may

change a tone movement involving an accented syllable to its
opposite, which of course gives a totally different perceptu-
al impression. It could be argued, then' that our model is
production oriented rather than perception oriented.

The model is general in so far as it can generate intonation
for a large part of the Swedish language area' Dialectal spec-
ifications seem to be needed only for one of the $rord accents'
From this we can derive the other word accent and for most of
the dialects also the sentence accent. We have regarded the
globat expression of sentence intonation as common to all the
dialects.

Our model ís a tool by which we can compare not only the into-
nation of different Swedi-sh diafects but also the intonation
of other languages. It can also be used to study prosodic in-
terference between different diafects and between a primary
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language and a secondary language (see our other contribution
to thís symposíum).

Unlil recently we have concentrated on isolated phrases vrhlch
have been elicíted ín a fíxed situational frame. We started
\,¡ith statements and questions, the most firmly established
types in the intonatlonal system of a languagTe, and varied the
situatl-ons in such a $tay that the speaker was forced to focus
various paúts of the test sentence. Our nexù concern is ínto-
natíon in a larger context. Such work is no\,/ underway.
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TR.ANSI.I'IONAL FORMS AND THETR POSITION IN A PROSODIC TYPOLOGY

FOR SWEDTSH DTALECTS

Eva Gårding, Gösta Bruce and Ursula Willstedt

lite sha1l now report on how the model is used to descrfbe tonal
dialects Èhat líe in between the four dialectal types whlch

represent the ¡nain categories in the origJ-nat typology (cf'
cårding 1975, Bruce a Gårding '19781, To collect a represen-

tatlve sample of such dialects two journeys $rere made, one

in Skåne and Småland to record dialects bet\"een 1A and 24, the

other in skåne and Halland to record di-alects bet\deen 1A and 28.

The test sentences were sÍmi1ar in princíple to the ones that
had been used in earlier wof,k (Bruce 19771, i.e. sentences

consisting of sonorant segments and three accented syllables.
Words with Acceût 1 and Àccent 2 were represented j'n the ma-

terial and Accent 2 occurred both in simple words and in com-

pounds. Test sentences were elÍcíted Ín such a htay that the in-
formant was forced to place the sentence accent in one of three
possíb1e posítíons.

.1 \2 \3

A typicat test sentence is "Man vill lämna nåra långa nünnor"

where the numbers indi.cate sentence accent locations.

The speakers were high school students and the recordings were

made at some of the schools that serve as educational centers

for the neighbouring countrysíde (for procedure see willstedt
1 980) .

Småland

Figure 1 shows some examples of piùch curves derived from our

Småland material, surrounded by the prototype for the 2A area,

Stockholm, above and by the 1A area prototype, Malmö, below'

The speakers are from Växjö, Väckelsång and Möckeln (see map,

F.ig. 5). The superirnposed curves in each cell are derived from

sentences \¡¡ith t$/o accented $tords, the solid line represent,ing

a test sentence with the last word in focus ' the dotted line a

cornparable sentence wlth the first accented word in focus. The

column to the left contains the Accent 1 words. In the mlddle
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we have sentences l^t1th stnple Àccent 2 words and in the column

to the rÍght the last r,¡ord of the test sentence i.s a compound

hrLth Àccent 2. Às a rule the unusual test vtords called for
some explanatlon and practice before the recording took p1ace.

The word anarnma seemed to be obsolete ín the sense of raccept'

for the great majority of the younger generat,ion who only knew

it as a curse iqg_englne'the devil take you'.

The figure shows even on casual examination that lhe Småland

curves afe more like the prototype from Stockholm than the one

from Malmö. Or, expressed in the terms of the môde1:

The sentence accent, focus, is manifested as a HIGH which in
an Accent 2 wotd co¡nes after the accented syllable as in Stock-
hotm. When thís HIGH ís connected to the postfocal HTGH, (cf.
last rule of model) a plateau is formed whích is characterj.s-
tic also of the Stockholm contour. The Skåne contours, on the
other hand, have onl-y a larqe interval in connectlon with the
sentence accent, whlch extends to the lowest pÍtch 1evel. The

postfocal accent peak has a lower peak value ¡ which gives the
characterlstíc slantlng topline of a statement Ín this dia-
Iect.
Fíqure 2 expresses the
holm intonatíons in an

pf¿ch curves from both
common time axis where

aged over the dÍalects
the dotted one.

relatlon between the Småland and Stock-
lnteresting way. Schematic normalized
dialects have been superimposed on a

the segmental durations have been aver-
Stockholm is the solid curve, Växjö

It is clear from the figure that the Småland contour is trans-
lated in tÍme as compared to the Stockholm contour. Everything
comes a llttle later in Småland, about 100 millíseconds. Bu!
thfs small- translation l-n time may have a rather large percep-
tual effect. The Accent 2 word lê4!g in initíal focus Ís a

case in point. In Stockholm it is located in a falli.ng - rising
pitch but fn Växjö ín a rising - falling pitch movement which
makes íL similar to the cöteborg dialect (cf. Fig. 2). In the
Småland material we have found a prosodic dialect which is itif-
ferent from our earlier prototypes. For the time being we call
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stockholm

....växjö

- 

Göteborg
oror\/,!vjii
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.'..Växjö.r '"r --¡^ -

I t mn a n J r a I J rJ3 a n u n: J r

- 

1"1a1mö

.. .. Göteborg

aa

Figure 2. Dialectal comparison of test sentence
L¡IMNA nåra långa nunnor normalized for
pitch and duration
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tt 2AB. The number 2 l-s used because the dialect has sentence

accent manifested as a EIGH after the accented syllable for

Accent 2 atrd Èhereby gets two-peaked' A2 \"tords in focus' A is

used because the sentence accent in non final position resem-

bles Stockholm, 24, B because sentence accent in final posi-

tion and tl¡e word accents resemble Göteborg t 2B '

Halland

Fiqure 3 shows in the same $tay as the previous figure for Små-

land, the Halland fntonatfon, surrounded by our 28 protolype

at the top and our 1A dialect at the bottom' In Lhese examples

the Göteborg intonation seems tÓ become more like Malmö as we

go from north to south. Tn Göteborg and particularly in Var-

berg the broad sentence accent interval is manifested between

anextralo\,tpointinthefocalaccenùandanextrahighpoinù'
which occurs in the postfocal accent if there ís one' otherwise

inthefinalupgtidewhichissocharacteristicoftheGöteborg
dialect. The solid curves in Figure 4, an enlargêment of Figure

3, show an interesting phenomenon' If we draw a topline connect'

ting the last accent peak in focus $títh the end point of the

curve we get a local rise for VaÏberg, a leveI line for Göte-

borg, Falkenberg and Steninge and a faIl for Holm (outside

¡¡almstad) and Malmö.

There are two conclusions that can be drawn' This local rise'

may be mainly responsible for perceived dífferences between

the southern 1A dialects and the western 28 dialects' Further'

these dialects do not change in the same direction from north

to south: level in Göteborg, rising in Varberg, back to level

in Falkenberg and Steninge. But once the southern intonation

type with the fal.ling topline has been established north of

Halmstad there is no return to the non-falling intonation
pattern.

Figure 3 gives a somewhat simplified view of the Halland dia-

lects. The map in Figure 5 gives a more real-ístic dialectal
pÍcture. The ¿hree symbols used in the map show that we have

foundthreedifferentprosodicintonationtypes,2Basin
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Göte-
borg

28
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berg

Falken-
berg
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inqe
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Malmö

1A
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Man vill

-êDârnfta 
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..r ANAMMI\ nåra längre nunmer
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itlan vill

-Iämna 
nåra 1ånga NUNNOR

.¡.LAMNA nåra 1ånga nunnor

Figure 3. Intonation in Halland surrounded by proto-
types 2B and 1A
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.... Man vill LIiMNA nåra långa nunnor

-Man 
vill Iämna nåra långa NUNNOR

----Topline (see tPrescriptions and eonventionsl
ín Bruce a Gårding, this volume)

cöteborg
28

Varberg

Falkenberg

Steninge

Holm

MaImö

1A

Figure 4. Toplines in comparable pitch curves
from dialects between prototypes 28

and 1A

28of
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,tï
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cöteborg, 2AB as In snåIand and 1A as in skåne. The distribu-
tlon between these prosodic dialect types seems to agree with
dialect borders based on the distribuÈíon of lexical and mor-

phologlcal crÍteria. Accordlng to Ì.Iessén (1970), for instance,
there Ís a dÍalecùal border at Falkenberg, a place where we

have found both Göteborg tntonaùion and SmåIand intonatlon.

Deviations

We shall now study deviatlong from the proÈotypes.

1. The whole contour has been translated in time ln comparfson

stiÈh the prototype.
In the Småland 2AB dlal-ects, the Lessebo pattern (Ftg- 1) is
translated Ín the directlon of Stockholm and Väcke1sång ln the
direction of Skåne.

2. Special rules are needed.

As can be seen ln FJ-gure 1 the Smålanal 2AB díalects treat com-

pounds dífferently. In one group of Småland dialects represen-
ted by V:txjö and Vâckelsång in Figure 1¡ the compound has a

ríse in the fírst syllable of the last element, here !SI,
a syllable which is tradltionally ascribed sedondary stress.
Another group of ilialects, here represented by Möckeln, have no

rlse Ln the correspon¿ling syllable and are therefore much more

ll-ke the Malmö or Göteborg compounds.

ThLs means that the dialect specific rules need a special sec-

tion for compoundÉ (as for ilÍstrtbutíonrcf. Bruce 1973). It
also means, r^thich ls perhaps ¡nore lnterestingr that the com-

pounds nlay have played a specJ.al role ín the development of
the Swedish prosodÍc system (Gåriling a Lindblail 19731.

3. Alternations.
In some of the Småland dialects (Möckeln, Vitxjö) there ls a

variatlon co¡ûnon to several speakers r namely in gentence ac-

cent in connectíon htíth Accent 1 in at1 posítions. This bríngs
to mlnd the old díscussion of Àccent 1 as being the unmarked

case and hence more prone to varíatíon. What happens is that a

Stockhol¡n pattern (early rise) varÍes with a Småland one (late
rise). This indicates that the translation in time from the
central Swedish pattern to the Småland one has perhaps not
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Figure 5. Distribution of prosodic dialect types in southern
Sweden
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necessarily been gradual, as the neat figure r'rould suggest.
Rat,her the translation may occur in the followJ.ng way: Two

patterns compete freely for a time, then one of them takes the
upper hand. or perhaps both of them rêmaÍn but, with different
stylistic or pragmatic functlons.

Conclusions

Vùith all this new material, what happened to the model and its
prototypes. Are they sufficient? Perhaps not. We have found

dÍalects where the intonation pattern has been translated
in tíme to such a degree that e.g. the perceptual tonal in-
pression of an Accent 2 reord in focus is drastícally changed.
A ne\^r type which we call 2AB seems to be motivated.

Are the rules and the generative scheme sufficienÈ? Yes, Iarge-
Iy. lrle knew from studying Kock (1878) ancl also because of
Bruce's results that the distribution rules for compounds dif-
fered according to dialect, but we did not know that there
were different manifestation rules for A2 compounds in other-
wÍse similar Småland dialects.

Although the word accent timing may be more important than we

thought earlier, the safient point of the old model, the sen-
tence accent, remains. The kernel area of the intonation con-
tour Ís the focal word plus the succeeding tone movement to-
wards a following accent peak or t,he end of the sentence. We

believe, but ít remains to be tested, that the most important
rules of the model are those that generate exactly this part
of the contours.

And finally the classical question: Is the transitíon between

two prosodic dialectal areas continuous? Or in other words:
Does the transition occur in small steps or in some other way'
perhaps by alternations in particularly vulnerable positions
in the contour.

Figure 2 shows how difficult this question is. Schematic in-
tonation contours of the pro totype in the sentence lämna nåra
1ånqa nunnor are inserted on a common time axj-s vrith the same
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segmental duratíons ín aII the díalects. The figure shows that
a continuous transítion is phonetically and phonologically
easier to imagíne between sorne dÍalects than between others.

We shall just give one example herê. The Skåne pattern (with
higher focal than postfocal peak) can become a Stenínqe pat-
tern by raísing the postfocal peak. Thís pattern can become a
Varberg or Göteborgr pattern by lowerlng the focal peak. Such

a transitlon, then, can occur ín small steps, whlch suggests
Èhat there ls a closer relatlon between the southern 1A and
Weslern 28 dialects than we thought earlier. But other exam-
ples ín our material, notably those from Småland, suggest that
the transftion may have been preceded by a stage with alterna-
tions and that the final focus posltion may be more exposed
to change than other positíons. Ànd in Växjö we have found aI-
ternations which are quite independent of posiÈion.

The answer to the question of continuity witl then be: Some-

tímes perhaps, but sometimes certainly not.
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ON FINNTSH PLOSIVES

Lea-Liisa Lahti

INTRODUCTTON

The voice onset time has been used in several studies as a mea-

sure for comparing different series of plosives: voiced, voice-
less and aspirated. The purpose of this paper is to study Fin-
nish plosives and compare the results with other data.

Lisker and Abramson (1971 ) find that voiceless unaspirated p1o-
sives are very common in languages. Finnish has only one series
of plosives, voiceless unaspj-rated. There is an opposition be-
tween /t/ and /d/ in medial positj-on, but it is fairly marginal.
Thus the plosi-ves in Finnish follow the tendency in languages,
which should be reflected ín a very short voice onset time (near-
\y Øl . This is tested in this investigation.

PROCEDURE

Sub j ect s

In this investígation a group of 5 Finnish male students study-
ing at the University of Lund were used as informants. AII of
them speak Standard Finnish without any strong dialectal colour-
ing. They come from the southern or southwestern part of Finland

Speech sampLes

Four disyllabic words were embedded in a frame sentence Sanopa, ,.
,,,.,to'tstam¡.seen/uudestaan. The choice of the last r¿ord was de-
termined by the final segment of the test \^/ord, so LhaL toisl;a-
m,iseen fol-lov¡ed after a vowe1, uudestaan after a consonant. The

test words occupy a position in which they receive the sentence
stress. The stress in Fj-nnish words lies on the first syllable.
To minimize coarticufatory effects the adjacent segment was al-
ways /a/.
Three of the words have an initial plosive /p, L, k/ and the
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Iable 1. The voice onset time of the Finnish
voiceless plosives (in msec).

fourth has a mediaL /d./, the only position Lþ.aL /ð,/ can have in
Finnish words. These cases cover the whole inventory of Finnish
plosives. The test sentences were randomized r^rithin a list of 30

sent€nces. The informants \,¡ere instructed to read the whole list
three times in a normal, unemphatic way.

Eæperíment aL e quipment

The recordings took place in an acoustically treated room at the
Phonetics Laboratory of the Department of Linguistics, Lund Uni-
versity, using a unidirectional microphône ând a high quality
tape recorder. The frequency response of the tape recorder was

flat within n2 ¿lB, from 30 Hz to 14000 ltz. The signal to noise
ratio was 63 dB.
The appropriate input level was adjusted for each informant. The

tape speed was 19 cm/sec.
The ùest material was analyzed on a PV-10 Voiceprint sound

spectrograph.

Acoustic anaLysís

The voice onset tines (VOT) of the plosives hrere measured by
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Iable 2

hand on the wideband spectrograms of the test sentences according

to the procedures used by Lisker and Abramson (1971), i'e' the

time interval from the felease of the Plosive to the onset of

glottal vibration in the followíng vowel. The \"tords analyzed

wer:e'. pata, taka, kapat, sadan, Mean VOT values and standard

deviations were calculated in milliseconds.

RESULTS

The results for the voiceless plosives are presented in Table 1

The average VOT \^/as shortest for /p/ and longest for /k/ ' As a

who1e, the Finnish voi-celess plosives have an average VoT of

16.5 msec (S= 8,721 ,

l{e leave /d./ a:ut of consideration, because ít can only occur in

medial position. It gave an average of -30.4 msec (s= 10'04)'

Mean VOT of Finnish stops in $¡ordinitj-al position
compared to mean VOT of stops in sentence initial
pos-itionr after Lisker & Abramson ('l 971).
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DISCUSSIOÀI

These results can be compared with those presented by Karl Suomi
(1980):

p

9

tk
11 20

12.4 27 .2

msec VOT

9.8

and note that they agree wíth each other.
If we place the grand average of the Finnlsh voiceless unaspira-
ted plosives on the scale presented by Lisker and Abramson (1971),
we can see that iL lies very close to the zero poj-nt compared to
the other nine languages on the scaIe, all representing languages
with two or three series of plosives (Table 2) , thus supporting
the hypothesis.
We can speculate as to the reason for the short VOT in finnish.
The short voÍce onset time and brief burst are the resuft of the
timing of the laryngeal and the supraglottaf activities, the vo-
cal folds being adducted immediately after the release of the
stop. One can find a similar tendency tov/ards short VOTs in child
language, retarded speech, aphasic speech, dysarthry and other
speech pathologies (Macken & Barton, 1980; Blumstein et al.,
1977; Lehiste, 1965). These similarities sugqest that the voice-
less unaspirated plosives can be regarded as the primary unmarked
group of plosives and that this type can be expected in languages
t^¡ith only one series of stops.
The Finnish plosives raise problems i-n language teaching not on-
1y when a series of voiced plosives is to be learnt (e.9. ín
Finland Swedish), but also when the voj-celess plosives of the
target language have both aspirated and unaspirated allophones
(e.9. Swedish, EnglÍsh etc.). Suomi (1980) has discussed the
problems caused by the system of Finnish plosives when teaching
English to Finnish speaking persons. !{hen teaching languages
with an even more complicated system of plosives to Finnish
speaking persons there is probably a short-cut to mastering the
distinctions. Effective practice in aspirating the voicel-ess
series rather than special training in voicing the voiced plo-

K. S.

L. L.
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sives gives bettet results in keeping these series apart- This

has been tried with success.

This investigation will serve as a pilot study for a larger
scale investigation of interference from Finnísh on the swedish

spoken by Finns.
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SLT.PS OF THE TONGUE, SLIPS OF THE PEN - SLIPS OF THE BRÄ.TN?

Kerstin Nauclér and Ewa Söderpalm

Paper read at the Fifth lnternational Congress

of Applied Linguistics, Montrealt 2I-26 August 1978.

The student of speech errors - slips of the tongue and of the
pen - is certainly entering a borderfand in the search for evi-
dence of speech and language organisation in the brain. Since

the turn of the century there has been a growing interest in
this field where students of clinical and experimental psycho-
logy, linguistics, neurology and speech pathology meet to put
questions and hopefully have them answered.

The best known slip - but hardly the most frequent one - is an

error with a transposition of elements. This kind of error is
also referred to as "spoonerism", named after Þlilliam Spooner,
a warden of Ne\^/ College at Oxford, who was said to have a spe-
ciaf talent for making this kind of slip. Many spoonerisms have

now become classical like "my queer o1d dean" instead of "my

dear ofd queen" and "work is the curse of the drinking classes"
for "drínk is the curse of the working classes". I,lhether llilliam
Spooner actually uttered these lapses or they were constructed
by his students is a different matter.

Other kinds of errors are those with one seqment anticipated,
perseverated or only substituted. (Fig.I.)

Although speech lapses have been used for humorous reasons in
the fiterature for a long time, a more serious study began in
the last century. In 1895 a coll-ection of about 9000 speech

errors was published by Meringer who carefully classified the
lapses and also provided pJ-enty of information about the speak-
ers. Meringer's way of interviewing the speakers about them-
selves and their lapses is said to have made him the most un-
popular person at the university of Vlenna. With Lhis in mind
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modernscofarshaveusedmoremoderatemethodsincollecting
their data.

Meringer's extensive coflection has provided data for many re-

searchers with an interest ín speech errors ' Freud studied

Meringer's corpus to gain insight into psycholoqical repressions'

MacKay has made a statistical analysis of Meringer's data' only

to mention a few names

Many studies of errors have aimed at classification only' Others

have been carried out with the purpose of shedding light on lin-

guistic performance and speech production' Fromkin's name is

wellknown in the field. Recently, the j-nterest seems to have

changedfromnaturatisticstudiestolaL¡oratoryexperiments'
e.g.insteadofcollectingerrorsoccurínginspontaneousspeech'
errors are elicited in highly controlled contexts'

The num.lcer of studies of written fapses is sparse' In Merringer's

enormous collectíon of speech errors, a small amount of wrj-ting

errors is included, About two decades later, Stoll reported a

classification of errors in handwriting made by subjects who

were copying texts. After that very few investigations have' to

the best of our knowledge, been carried out in this field'

MacNeilage studied typing errors as clues to serial ordering

mechanisms,whichhefoundsensitivetocertainstructuressuch
as word boundary, tenqÍth of word, position in word etc' No pho-

netic phenomena were apparent among these errors ' Lecours

classified alf errors found in the diarlz of one male subject

with develoPmental dYsgraPhia.

Errors in the motor program for handwríting have been analysed

by van Nes, His interpretation of the errors applies to the

form of the letters only, and the similarity of the shaping

movements is regarded as the triggering factor' The afore-

¡nentioned investigations have looked upon writing errors frorn

a pure temporo-spatial motor prograÍìming point of view' No fin-

guistic factors have been described except for in the study of

typing errors bY MacNeilage.

When deviant linguistic performance is investigated (e'S' error
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analysis of second language learning) the aim is to obtain bet-
ter understanding of the normal way of performing..A.s is well
known, investigations of aphasic speech have increased the in-
sight into the nature of normal speech.

The present study describes and compares Swedish lapses of three
kinds namely

slips of the pen
slips of the tongue and
aphasic speech errors.

Although slips are normal phenomena in both soeech and writing
they must be regarded as abnormal in the sense of being devia-
ti-ons from the íntention of the speaker or writer (and probably
from the expectations of the listener and the reader too).
Vv'hether aphasic errors are deviations from the speaker's inten-
tion is still an open question.

The similarities between aphasic errors and slips of the tongue
are stressed by many scolars. Our clinlcal impression, however,
is that the errors are similar in many respects but that there
are also great differences. Therefore, a comparison between the
normal and the pathological samples 1s carried out.

By investigating slips of the tongue and slips of the pen it
wil-1 be possible to compare the trtro types and draw conclusions
as to the processes common to linguistic behaviour irrespective
of mode of expression. A deeper understandinq of the rules under-
lying normal and deviant performance will

1. contribute to better therapeutic work among aohasic patiens
and

2. Facifitate the v¡ork of reading teachers by increasing the
knowledge of writÍng behaviour

ft has already become apparent that rlre regard a s1ip, whether
spoken or v/ritten, much 1n the sense of Boomer and Laver, i.e.
as an involuntary deviation from what the speaker or wríter has
in mínd. By this definition no competence errors are incÌuded,
i.e. errors resufting from deficient word knowledge and, in
writing, from poor knowledge of spelling rufes. V,Ie also exclude
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errors due to faulty movements of the articufators (slurring) and

of the hand (scrawling).

In our preliminary model (Fig.2) units are fed forward j-nto the
scanni-ng box. After scann.ing the units go on to the next box for
preprogramming. Before the program continues, a control function
is activated. Errors treated in this study emanate from the scan-

ning and the preprogramming boxes. only phonemic errors are dis-
cussed.

The slips of the tongue made by normal adult speakers were col-
lected over a period of some years. They all occured in spon-

taneous speech. No reading errors were included and no errors
made by persons who have Swedish as their second fanguage. The

errors were immediately written down and if nossible confirmed

by other listeners and the speaker.

The pathological speech sample was colfected in therapy sessions,
in naming tasks and in free conversation with adult aphaslc pa-

tients. The errors were written down immediately and often re-

corded on tape. The patients were all exarnined by a team of med-

ical doctors and speech pathologists. No restrictions were made

in choice of patients based on the etiology of the brain lesion.
Thus, patients with aphasia due to cerebrovascular accidents
(CVA) and Lumours are represented in the material. The mental

state of the patients was normal. No attempts were made in this
study to differentiate between different sites of brain lesions
as it can be assumed that phonofogical errors are characteristic
of aphasic speech as such, regardless of type of aphasia. This
assumption is supported by the work done by Blumstein in Boston.

Articulatory difficulties of patients with aphasia mig¡ht super-

ficially look very simifar. Neverthefess there are several varie-
ties with totally dj-fferent origins. A sharp distinction between

the different kinds is sometimes very difficult to make, espec-

ial1y in those cases where they coexist' It is however of ut-
most importance for the rehabilitation programs that the dis-
t.urbances are carefully diagnosed and that the articulatory
difficulties are characterized as dysarthric, apraxic or phone-
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míc disorders.

Dysarthria represents a defect in the ùæecution of speech move-
ments. Apraxia reÞresents a defect in the encodínq of articula-
tory gesÈures. Dysarthric speech is slurred and iry:recise. ApraxÍc
speech is usually very labor5-ous. Dysarthric and apraxic errors
were not included in this study. Only phonemic disorder, so
called literal paraphasias were studied. The patients with para-
phasias have no motor difficulties but limited access to the
correct sensory representation. The speech is usually fairly
fl-uent but the awareness of the errors is low.

The slips of the pen were collected together with other errors
found in 150 essays r^rritten by Swedish students aqed 18-19 years.
In addition, a similar corpus frorn younger students was collect-
ed twice at an interval of two years in order to compare the
i.nfluence and interaction of different linguistic rules in speech
and writing at dífferent leveIs of educatj-on. All errors were
divÍded into three categories

1. Spelling errors, caused by deficient knowledge of spelling
rules

2. Lexical errors, emanating from incorrect interpretation of
the meaning or the origin of a morpheme, and

3. Slips of the pen.

The classification of the errors is a delicate task, since the
different types are easily confused. For instance, a slip of the
pen may happen to look exactly lÍke a spelling error or a lexi-
cal error.

Furthermore, a fourth group has to be recognized and separated
from the others, ê.9. the graphic errors. They arise in the mo-

tor program as an interaction of letters of similar shape, re-
sulting for j-nstance in an upstroke instead of a downstroke.

No rules for categorizíng a certain error can be given in advan-
ce. The whole writing sample of the student must be considered.
An error might be regarded as a slip of the pen in the produc-
tion of one student but as a l-exical or a spelling error in the
production of another, depending on what the rest of the errors
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sllps of the

substitut¡on ition

of the pen

noncontextual

metathesis

noncontextual contextuål/\
/\/\

ant¡c¡pat¡on perseveration

Fig. 3. ClassificaÈi-on

look like. A p written instead of a b is not likely to be a

graphic error if the same student also writes k instead of g

or f instead of r-t.

In this paper the only errors to be discussed are the slips of
the pen from the corpus of the older students. Since the essays
in question vrere part of an important examination task they have

no doubt been rigorously gone through by their authours. Thus,

the remaining slips are the only ones not noticed and corrected
in proofreading.

Although slips of the pen occur at different levels, only phone-
mic errors will be considered here.
The total anount of errors in speech andwriting togetfier is around 400. fhere
are several possibilities for descrj_binq and classifying. spo-
ken and written slips. One way is to compare the slip with the
target and describe the difference as either a substitution, an

addition, an omission or a metathesis (Fiq.3). Instead of a bare
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descriptíon iÈ might be more interesting to look for the trig-
gering factor of the error and make a classification on the
basis of contextual and non-contextual trigqers. The contextually
or syntagmatically conditioned slips can be either anticipations,
i.e. a segment is uttered or written earlier than j-ntended, or
perseverations, i.e. uttered or written later than intended.

The first graph shows the classification of the errors into the
four categories, substi-tutions, additions, omissions and meta-
theses,from our three different samples. It is obvious that the
categories are far from equally distributed in the three samples.
Substitutions make the main category in speech, covering 59? of
normal and 92å of pathological speech. In writing, substitutions
amount Lo 222 on1y. The main category ì-n writing consists of
omissions, constituting 61? of the slips of the pen, compared
with 4å in pathological and f? in normal speech.

Another clear difference to be seen is the cateoory of meta-
thesis which amounts to I/4 of the errors in normal speech but
only a negligible part of pathological speech and writing.

As v/as mentioned earlier, errors can be triggered either contex-
tually or non-contextually. With a trigger in the context, errors
can be regarded as either anticipations or perseverations. The

division of substitutions and additions into contextually and

non-contextually triggered errors can be seen in Graph 2. The

difference bet\"/een pathological speech on one side and normal
speech and writing on the other is obvious. As many as 85? of
the errors of aphasics are non-contextual, while those of the
normal speakers and writers are contextual in about 70-75%. The

anticipation-to-perseveration ratio is about 2:f for both nor-
mal speech and writing. The number of contextual sli-ps from the
pathological sample is too small to permit any calculations as

to this ratio. The predominance of antieipations suggests a

common tendency of "planning ahead" in normal speech and writing.

Consonants are more often involved in errors than vowels and

mqre often than should be expected from frequency of occurrence
in Swedish. It can be seen from Graph 3 that consonants consti-
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tute74åoftheerrorsinnormalspeech,TgZinwritingand
92* in patholoical speech' The proportion of consonants in con-

tinuous speech and writing in Swedish is around 603 ' Cohen (1966)

and Nooteboom (1969) reported 67? and 698 respectively of con-

sonants invofved in slips of the tongue in Dutch'

The clistance between trigger and error is supposed to provide

aclueaStothesizeandamountofunitsprogrammedatthe
same time. We have measured the distance by counting the number

of intermediate segments -phonemes- for both speech and writing'

The mean distance between slip and trigger is 4' 4 segments in

normal speech (N=61), 2.85 segments in writing (N=47) and 2'4

seqments in pathological speech (N=10) ' where the number of

items is too small to be considered further' The difference be-

tvreen mean values of normaf speech and writing is statistically

significant at the 95? confidence level' measured by two sample

t-tes t.

The frequency of intermediate segments is shown in Graph 4 for

normal speech and writing' It is evident from the graph that the

most frequent number of intermediate segments is I and 2 in

writing and 3 and 4 in speech' The majority of the substituted

segments differ from the intended ones by one single feature'

The features most frequently substituted are place and voice '

Very few substituted segments differ from the intended one by

more than ùwo features. This i-s true for both speech andwriting'

This finding is in accordance with resuÌts from studies of

other languages (Fromkin 1971) '

Some of the results obtaíned in this study are similar for speech

and writing' som are dÍfferent and some of them indicate separate

behaviour in normal speech and writing on the one hand and patho-

logicat speech on the other' We believe that the variations in

distribution of categories, i'ê' the different frequencies of

substitutions, additíons, omissions and metatheses can be ex-

plained with reference to mode of expression' while the simi-

laritiescanbeseenasevldenceofacommonlinguisticplanning
function for sPeech and writing'
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The majority of the errors made by the pathological speakers
refl-ect poor access to linguistic units. The errors are non-
contextual, ê.9. paradigmatic mistakes prevail. The speakerrs
efforts to find the appropriate units are so time consuming that
his possibilities for planning bigger chunks are strictllz lim-
ited. Therefore, few errors are contextual and few are sequential
e.g. there are few metatheses and the dístance between error and
trigger is short. Also in writing the distance is shorter than
in normaf speech. I^Ie regard this as an indication of the writ-
er¡s adaptation of the processing speed., due to his sfower mode

of expression. Vùriting also differs from normal sneech in per-
mitting the author to control his writing over and over again
and discover an error before it is discovered by the reader.
This extra opportunity for correction is likely to reduce the
number of slips of the pen, but at the same time the listener
is much more generous than the reader by disregarding many

omissions. What is regarded as an error in rvritinq might well
be overfooked or even permitted in speech. This j-s a possible
explanation for the great difference between speech and \,¿riting
as to the number of omissions. The opportunity for proofreadino
miqht explaín the smalf number of substitutions in \"rriting. It
is not contradictory to what is known about the strategy of
fluent readers that incompÌete information is more easify over-
looked than faulty information. Thus, substitutions are often
corrected, while omissions often remain undiscovered êven in
proofreading, perhaps partly due to the fact that omissions occur
in positions where the redundancy is high. The hypothesis put
forward in the titfe of this paper suggesting a conmon linguistic
planning function for speech and writing is supported by the
similarities found between slips of the tongue and slips of the
pen. The high proportion of errors containing phonetically simi-
Iar units is strong evidence of the linguistic origin of errors
in speech and writing. This resembfance qulte excludes a graphic
explanation of slips of the pen. The common tendency in speech
and wrlting to substitute a single phonorogicaf feature is anoth-
er evi-dence of the línguistic rather: than the perioheral nature
of sfips of the tongue. The tendency to plan ahead is the same
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in both speech and writilg, with a higher proportion of antici-
pations than of perseveratíons.

This paper has emphasized similarities between lapses in writing
and lapses in speaking that cannot be satisfactorially explained
if the lapses are looked upon as peripheral, e.9. as real slips
of the tongue and real stips of the hand. The similarities are
evidence of linguistic mistakes occurring higher uo in the pro-
gramming chain - in the brain - and manifesting themselves in
both \^¡riting and speakj-ng.

However superficially similar, the differences between on the
one hand fapses originatiag high up in the brain and on the
other hand errors that are peripheral and chànnel-specific
should be kept i-n mind, not only by speech pathologists but
also by reading teachers as a means of developíng more systema-

tic methods of helping students with spelling problems. Since
no writing rules can keep a student (or anyone else) from making

slips, the teacher should rather concentrate his pedagogical
efforts on spelling rules and vocabulary. Knowledge about what
slips look fike and in what contexts they most frequently occur
wil1, however, enable the teacher to shovt his students how and

where to proofread their writings more closely in order to dis-
cover their slips of the pen.
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PROSODIC FEATURES IN CONDUCTION APHASIA

Barbara Prohovnik

Abs tract

Prosodic features (tonal and temporaì) of the speech. of two conduction

;ffi;i¿; *ã.Ë".iu¿ì.¿. Patients were compared to each other and to

three normat speakers. 
'Ãii'rãã¿ 

ã itan¿är¿ diaqnostic text (Swedish

;1,Ë;.;";ï-i¡ã'Ñõrii, r,li nä'ánà-iñe Sun ) . - 
Comparðd to the normal s , the

patients paused more oiiðtl ipõliã moió sl,owlv and in shorter units,
7iliñ;; ããiìñea ¡v puuiãr'unã-ãi ¿erine¿ by-intonation) and_showed

Iä"åiiäËrËã'åï-r"ãiui t¡ã.tðning¡tinul .le_ngihenìno effects. Quantita-

t.ively, pausìng ,,ut tnoiË"¿ðuiåní tt'ãn diffãrences-in intonational pat-

ä;;i;ð."ð;päied to .åãr'-ãirnãi, the patients differed with respect to

;;;;å i;iläñãy-ana ,.nritiuiiv'tò iyhtactic silucture as ref lected in

intonation parrerns. ,i"ì;';;õ"g.;i.d"lhat prosodic features may be of

Jliiä"ir"äiiîËrõ;ìïìålìv åi.õñðËiñg p-arienrs _within an aphasic svndrome,

üä¿;;rå"p;;;oãìã ãiir.í..nåðð ruv iefle.t different underlvins defects.

Introducti on

Several studies have shown that prosodic characteristics such as tempo and

intonation are sufficient for broadìy differentiatìng the main aphasic

syndromes (Howes & Geschwind, 1964; Benson, 
.|967; Kerschensteiner et al.,

1972; Wagenaar et al., .l975 ). Moreover, it is the patients classified

as fluent according to prosodic characteristics who produce phonologìcal

and lexical jargon. Both of these facts highlight the importance of pro-

sody for cl.inical diagnostic and therapeutic purposes, as well as for the

theory of language Production.

The study reported on here is based on the speech of two conduction aphasics'

ll¡ith respect to prosody, conduction aphasics aré considered to lie some-

where between the extremes of prosodicalìy normal, fluent (l,lernicke's)

aphasìa and the non*fluent, dysprosodic speech of Broca's aphasics. Con-

duction aphasia typically invoìves segrnental substitution and sequencing er-
rors (called literal paraphasia) and/or a short-term verbal memory defect.

{t is identified clinically by the patient's inabiIity to repeat despite

good lexical comprehension (cf.Benson et al,l973;Shalìice & l¡lamìngton,1977).

The patients were chosen because they appeared to be good representatives

of the two subtypes of conduction aphasia; Patient I had a predominance

of segmental errors, and Patient 2 showed evidence of a short-teÍÌn me-

mory deficit, in addition to an initia'l segmentaì disorder.
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The aim of the study was to see if prosodic characteristics could be use-
ful in distinguishing patients within a major syndrome, and whether dif-
ferent prosodic features (i.e., tonal vs. temporal ) are differential ly
affected in this type of aphasia.

!gÞæg.!!.r 
,:.

Patient | (Pl) was a 62-yr-old ambidextrous former bricklayer from
southern Sweden, admitted in 0ctober 1972 with right hemiparesis and
aphasia after a sudden fall. Three weeks after admission the patìent
was able to walk and use his right hand. His speech was extremely
paraphasic, and he was not able to repeat even single words without
gross distortions. Naming of objects was grossly paraphasic, but he
was able to adequately demonstrate their use by næans of gestures.
There was some perseveration. The patient could point to nared ob-jects, and he could obey verbal commands to stick out hjs tongue, put
his finger on his nose, whistle, and point to his ear, but with long
latencies, Comprehension of normal conversation appeared to be fully
intact, and tests of ability to identify non-verbal sounds showed nô
impairment. After five months of therapy there was some improvement
in abiììty to read aloud single words, but spontaneous speech and
repetition were still grossly paraphasic.

Patient 2 (P2) was a 62-yr-old former custodian from southern sweden,
lvith a history of hypertension. In March 1976 he was admitted for a
few hours with a suspected transient ischemja with no paralysìs,
Babinski or headache. The following day he was readmitted, because
rel.atives reported that he couldn't talk. 0n readmission he produced
fluent jargon without much information content. There was no para-
ìysis or dysarthria. He couìd not stick out his tongue on comirand, but
could imitate the gesture. 0n initial speech examinátion, the patient's
speech was paraphasic (both ìiteral and verbal paraphasia) and he
could not repeat any but the shortest words, and these oniy after many
pres-entations by the therapist. He could not point to named pictures
or follow written instructions, but he could match written wôrds to
pìctures.-Naming was paraphasic, writing to dictation extremely para-
graphic. Paraphasias in speech decreased during the next few mònths
and reading aloud was almost error-free, but even after a year of
therapy the patient could neither repeat nor write phrases of more
than two words. Spontaneous writing was paragraphic, but the pat.ient
was able to edit his writing so that the final production contained
few errors. Comprehension was normal, apart from a word deafness,
which persisted throughout 1 1/2 years of therapy.

Neither patient was able to produce serial speech (counting, days
of the week, months) without error or perseveration. Both had some
high frequency hearing loss, and both reported that they had never
spent much time writìng.

Three normal speakers were recorded for comparison. GH, a retìred baker,
age 73, had some hearing impairment and used a hearing aid. ID was a house-

wìfe, age 71. GB was a trained phonetician, age 3.l. All were from the same
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regional dialect area.

Materi al s

All subjects read a swedish version of The North t|lind and the sun. The

patients were recorded during aphasia examinations: Pl, 3 weeks after ad-

mission (P1:1), five months later (Pl:2) and after about 16 months (Pl:3);

and P2, 12 days after admission (P2:l) and about l0 weeks later (P2:2).

(some spontaneous speech was recorded for Pl at Pl:2 and Pl:3, and for

P2 some time after P2:2).

The normal speakers were told to read as naturally as possible. GH and ID

were not familiar with the text and were not given any opportunity for

pract.ice. GB was spec.ificalìy instructed to read slow1y, and he was very

famiIiar with the text'

Duplex osc.illograms with separate intensity and pitch curves were made

for each reading. Segmentation was done manually, and the durations of

silent pauses l¡,ere measured, Prosgdic phrases (roughìy corresponding to

tone un.its) were identified according to the relative pitch of stressed

syllables (ident.ified auditorì1y) and terininal junctures, using the pitch

curves. Finally, durations of the four occurences of the words !-CpPg/

kappan (or their paraphasic substitutions) were measured' to allow an

estimation of final lengthening/medial shortening effects.

Results

l. Segmental errors and self-corrections

Despite a superficiaì similarity, the two patients differed from one

another in terms of the number and types of target-related errors they

made. 0n the first readings, both Pl and P2 were paraphasic. Pl's para-

phasia did not.improve over the three readings, and more than half of the

target words he read were incoryect, sometimes distorted beyond recognition

P2 differed on his first reading in that he produced fewer errors than

Pl, in terms of incorrect targets, but many more repeated attempts (for

17% of the target words) for both correct and incorrect productions. By

the second reading, however, (10 weeks ìater) P2 had onìy two target

errors. Atthough the errors were quantitatively comparable to the nonnals'

they were sti11 recognizabìy pathoìogical (så hårt att någonsìn kunde'

kappan onôm sig).
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Table l. Incorrect targets and repetitions as % total words in text.

Patientl Patient2 Normals

Pl: l P1:2 P]:3 P2:1 P2:2 GH ID GB

%incomect 63 53 58 28 2 1 6 I

%repetitions/ 4 0 0 17 0 I I 0

sel f-correcti ons

2. Intonation

The major differenee in sentence intonation between patients and normals

was that the patients divided their utterances into more prosodic phrases

than the nonnals. That is, sequences of stressed-word peaks which could be

connected by a single downward-sloping topline in normal sentences were

often composed of separate sequences, each with its own topline, in the

aphasic sentences. Such fo resetting is seen both in patients and normais,

but more frequently in the patients, as lve would expect if the patients pro-

cess speech in smaller, syntactically defined chunks.

However, when the patients were compared to each other, two differences

emerged. The first is related to the difference in emor types. The over-

a1ì prosodic effect of P2's first production was more abnormal than that of
any other reading, including Pl's, because of the frequency of repetìtions
and self-corrections (and more frequent pausìng, see below). As in non¡al

speech, his repeated corections are marked by a higher pìtch than the

words they replace.

The second difference concerns the stress level of function words. The only
sentence stress abnormality for P2 (first reading), apart from the prosodi-

cally normal but too frequent stressed repetitions, is a focal stress on

gång, shown ìn Fig. I below. P2's second reading was indìstinguishable from

the normal readings, with respect to sentence intonation. (Fig. I is nonna-

lized for duration; P2's first try was a'lmost twice as long as the second.)

Fig. 1 also shows that there was a large register difference between P2's

first and second readings. This is most probably due to a stress reaction,
not uncommon in the initial period after a cerebro-vascular insuit (l.li1kins,

ì963). This initial stress reaction may have contributed to Pl's extremeìy

high pause frequency in the first reading, as well.)
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In contrast to P2, P.| frequently begins prosodic phrases with stressed func-

tionwords'Fig.2showsPl,sproduct.ionofsentence2,comparedtoanor-
mal reader (GH). Although both sentences contain two prosodic phrases' di-

vjded at the same iuncture, jn the normal reading the initial preposition

i js unstressed, whereas for Pl it has a high pìtch 1evel' The same is true

ior pl,s phrase-in.itial r:elative pronoun:9m in sentence 3, for lnen ('but')'

the comparatîve adverb desto, and och ('and') in sentence 4' and och ìn

sentence 5, in all three of his readings. The only phrase-initial function

word which is not stressed is att (solen) 'that (the sun)' in sentence 5'

Apparently it is the word's position in the prosodic phrase' rather than

its lexico-syntactic status, which determines whetherit will have a high

pitch level or not: virtual]y alI of P1',s prosodic phrases begin at a high

fo tevel, but function words within prosodic phrases are appropriately de-

stressed.

3. Rate

Both patients read at an abnormally slow rate, not only as measured in

words per m.inute, which ìs affected by pausing,2 but also as measured by

syllables per second, excìudìng pause time. Even at the second recording

P2's rate is slower than that of the normal reader (GB) instructed to read

s I owly.
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Table 2. Speakìng rate in words per minute and sy11ables per second'

4. Pausìng

Not only do the aphasics break sentences up into shorter, intonationally

defined prosodic phrases than the normals, but also, as expected, they

pause more often between and within phrases. Table 3 shows the number of

prosodic phrases, defined as a resetting of the stressed peak toplìne'

compared to the number of word sequences bounded by pauses for each sen-

tence and subiect.

Table 3. Prosodic phrases/interpause sequences.

wpm

sy'l ì/sec

Sent. l
Sent.2
Sent.3
Sent.4
Sent.5

Patient l

P] : I P1:2 Pl :3

70 65 70

2.47 2.23 2.12

Patient l
Pl : I P1:2

3/5 3/7

5/6 2/6

4/10 2/10

7/14 5/16

4/14 5/13

Patient 2

Pl : I P1:2

43 9l

2.01 2.9?

Pati'ent 2

Dt,1 Dt.,)

3/8 3/2

4/9 2/2

3/10 2/2

1',0/30 3/'r0

e/18 4/9

Normal s

GH ID GB

ll4 120 .l04

4.09 4.17 3.10

Normal s

GH ID GB

2/2 3/1 2/1

2/1 2/2 2/2

2/2 3/2 2/2

3/5 3/4 3/4

4/4 4/4 4/3

Pl :3

3/4

2/5

2/B

5/ 16

6/ 11

(excludìng pauses under 100 msec duration)

Table 3 shows that pausing is quantitatively much more deviant than in-
tonationalty defined phrasing' In the paraphasic productions (excluding

P2's "recovered" reading) 98.5% of the interpause sequences contain less

than five words, and more than half include only two words or less. Only

12% of the normal interpause sequences are as short as four words' P2's

performance, both with respect to prosodic phrases and number of pauses.

improved dramatically. Although 70% of his interpause sequences still
contain less than five words, the short sequences are almost all in the

long, syntacticaììy comp'lex sentences 4 and 5. In contrast, Pl's pauses

are about equally distributed over all the sentences' regardless of length

or complexity.
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For both patients and normals, mean pause durations at major syntactic
boundaries (sentence and clause) are greater than anywhere else.

5. Final lengthening/medial shortening

In normal speech, the relatively shorter duration of a pre-fìnal as opposed

to a clause-final word can be taken as evidence of temporal subordination
of the words to a higher-level articulatory plan. If this is the corect
explanation for medÌal shortening, it seems that the patients lack the

ability to structure their productions in large enough units to produce the
effect, since there is no evidence of medial shortening for the words mea-

sured; for them, final words were often shorter than the media'l ones,

Table 4 shows mean durations for the three pre-final occurrences of the

words kappa/kappan. (All but one (i.e., tcpatd) of the ten paraphasic sub-
stitutions had the same syllable structure as the target words, and kappa

t,las never shorter than both final occurrences of kappan in the normal rea-
dings). Final lengthening/medial shortening was evident for all three normals

Table 4. Durations of clause-fina1 and pre-final kappa/kappan, sec

Patient ì

Pl: I P1:2

Patient 2

P2:1 P2:2

Normal s

ID GBPl :3 GH

Fi nal

(mean of 3)

Pre-fi na I

.73

.84

.82
'I .04

.60

.4ì
64

47

BO

80

B3

9B

70

BB

.65

.48

None of the normal pre-final words, and all of the aphasics'were fol-
'lowed by pauses. They ranged in duration from .08 - .4 sec.

Discussion

The data presented here confirm the ciinical impression that conduction
aphasia may have little effect on sentence intonation. Although more than

half of Patient l's target words contained segmental errors, pause durat.ions
and sentence intonation respected syntactic structure in aìl but the most

complex sentences.

The overail prosodic effect of Patient 2's first (paraphasic) reading is
more abnormal than that of Patient L This is clearly due to the frequent
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repetitions and self-corrections which, in combjnation with the paraphasic

errors, make the listener's task more dìfficult, since they require a sus-
pensìon of ìnterpretation untjl the patìent fìnds the requisite word or
accepts a paraphasic substjtute for it. These repetitions and revisions
add new prosodìc phrases to the sentence, and the ljstener must recognize
them as amendments and then backtrack to a prevìous phrase in order to fol-
low, In normal speech, deviations from sentence intonation and rhythm can

be used as markers of a change in the sentence plan, since false starts
and self-corrections are relatively rare. Patient 2's revisions are so

frequent, however, that such prosodic marking has tendencey to lose its
signaì value.

Paradoxically, Patìent l's lack of prosodicaììy dìsruptive revisions is
probabìy a symptom of a more severe aphasic impairment than that of Patient
2, as it suggests that Patient I was less able to attend to and correct
hìs paraphasìc errors.

Pause behavior also suggests that Patìent ì's linguìstic deficjt was the
more severe. The length of ìnterpause sequences in Patient l,s and Patient
2's (first) readings did not appear to be affected by syntactìc complexÍty,
presumably because neither was able to scan large enough units. But when

Patient 2 improved segmentally and prosodically, he paused less often in
the syntactically sìmpìer sentences than in the long conplex ones. Thjs
suggests that pause frequencey may be useful as an jndication of degree of
syntactic impaìrment.

Both patìents respected sentence boundarìes, as shown by intonation and

pause duration. However, Patient 1 's stress ing of phrase- initial function
words, which were appropriately unstressed even in Patient 2's initial
reading, impìies that he was more impaìred thant Patient 2 even from the
onset. This difference ìn particular may mean that conduction aphasics
wjth literal paraphasia as the most prominent symptom are more impaired
syntactical ìy than patients with a predominant short-term verbal memory

defect. (Cf, ShalIice & Warrington, 1977; Caramazza & Zurif, I976.)

Finally, since Patient 2 showed diffjculties wjth complex syntactic struc-
ture, as reflected ìn pause frequency ìn his second readìng, and since
neither patìent showed any medial shortening/finaì lengthenìng effects,
it is l ikely that some degree of syntactìc impairment affected speech pro-
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ciuction for both patients, even though intonation was fuìly normal in pa-

tient 2,

Because of the ìimitations of the material and the restriction to tt,lo pa-

tients, the results presented here can only be considered suggestive. What

they suggest, however, is that more detailed study of the finer detail of
prosodic structure may be helpful 'in diagnosing ìinguistic impairment in
aphasia, perhaps especially for patients who do not clear'ly fall into ei-
ther of the fluent or non-fluent categories,

FOOTNOTES

l l would like to thank Doc. Peter Kitzing and the staff of the Depart-
ment of Phoniatrics, Malmö General Hospìtal, for making the tapes of the
patients available to me, and speech therapists Catharina Anderson and
Borjs Larnert for taking time to discuss them. 0f course the responsibìli-
ty for the descrìptions gìven here is mine.
2, Most studjes of "normaj" reading rates have used young, highly educated
speakers and different texts, Johnson reported normal readìng rates of
from 105-2ì9 wpm, and Darìey from 129-222 (both cited in t.lilliams et al.,
ì974). Grosjean & Collins call a mean of 201 wpm normal.Burns & Canter
found a mean of ì04.6 wpm for five conduction aphasics, compared to mean
155.2 wpm for five Wernicke's aphasics. Canter (.1963) found a mean sylla-
ble duration of.l6 sec. (=3.7 syìl/sec.) for l7 Parkinson patients and
also for l7 normal controls. In that experiment, normal reading rate ranged
from ì40-2ì9 wpm.
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APPEND I X

The North t.lind and the Sun (Nordanvinden och solen)

Nordanvinden och solen tvistade en gång om vem av dem som var starkast.
Just då kom en vandrare vägen fram insvept i en varm kappa. De kom då

överens om att den var starkast, som först kunde få vandraren att ta av

sìg kappan. Först blåste nordanvinden så hårt han någonsìn kunde, men ju
hårdare han blåste, desto tãtare svepte vandraren kappan om sig, och till
sist gav nordanvinden upp försöket. Då lät solen sina strålar skina, och

genast tog vandraren av sig kappan, och så var nordanvinden tvungen att
medge, att solen var den starkaste av de två.
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PREVTOUS NUMBERS AT{D CINIMfIS

VIP 4 1971 ROBEFO BÄNNEFIr

E\A. GÂRDING

XARIN KTTZING

SIDÀIEY l4¡0OD

WP 5 1971 ¡4ICTAE.L SII]DDERIL
KANNÐY
KERSTIN HADDI}IG

6 1972 rcBERr BANNERT

7 1973 GöSTA BHJCE

E\IA GARDING
PER IJNDBLAD

KERSTIN HADDING
MICTIAEI, STUDDERTL-

KNNEDY

WP 8 1973 E\17\ GÂNDIN3

!{P 9 1973 PHONETIC
SYMPGÏTM

SIDNEY V'IOOD

VIP 10 1975 ROBEFT BANNERI
AI{NE-CHRÍSTINE
BRED\AÞJB{SM{

GtßTA BRT]CE

E\A. GÅFDT}G
OSAI{U F'IIEMURA
HAIIME HTME
ZYUNIICI SIMADA

Hat das Deutsc.lre zugrun&liegen& stin¡r-
hafte Spiranten?

Larlmgea1 bomdary signals

Contrasti\E acoustic analysis of ruæl ¡iho-
nenÞs, pronounced by scne Norbh Gennan and
souùr Sq¡edish high school pupils (A sr¡nmry)

A spectr€graphic studlz of allophonic varla-
tion and riurel reducti-on fui !{est G¿eenlandic
Eskirrþ

Aualitor1l and lingrrislic ploæsses in ttte
perceptlon of i¡rtonation contoults

Zur Sti¡nùraftigkeit und Quantit¿it in ei¡em
bairisdren Dialekt

Tonal acænt rules for curporncl stressed
r,vords i¡ the Mahþ dialect

Ccnstanq¿ and variation j¡l Swedish word
acænt pa.tterns

Ar€ you asking ne, telling nÞ or talki-rgt
to yourself?

Itre Scandinavian word acænts

Postgraduate students
Stoci<trolm - Llrld

Speeù tenpo

Terrporal- orgarrization of S'vuedistr tonal
acceù-rts: Ttre effect of vcnÊl û:ration

Stocktroln accents i¡t foctls

l,a4mgeal ocntrol of S,ædish vtord accents

AI{DBRS IðFQVIST Scnre cbserrrations on slq>raglottal air
pressure

vfP

¡tP
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ANDERS IöFQVIST

MAG\¡I-XS PETURSSCÂ]

Peræptual draracteristics of ¡¡q,'æls

Scûe Fhorþtic coffelates of ençihatic stt€ss
i-n S^redish

Niræaux. droix et systàres approxjrnatifs
dans le langage

Scne tltougùrts on reading and writtrg

In far¡our of tlte arctri¡*ronene

Foreign acoent anct bili-rgualisn

lrlhat is tlte diffe:ænce betvleen Englistt and
Slredish dental stops?

Vcr'¡el featuræs

A ¡*roretic explanation to reduced vo'¡el har-.
Írcny systeûIs

The v'¡eakness of the tcngue-arctring nndel
of vc¡rel artisul-ation
Tense and lax vcn¡els - degree of constrÍclion
or pharlmgeal volune?

Ttte sigrnificar¡ce of vorel features in the
peroeptiør of corplerentaq¡ lengtå in
CentraL Bavariarr

Tefiporal- orrganizaticn and perception of
vcÁ^¡el-oonsonant sequenæs in Central- Bavarian

S¡¿edish accents in senter¡ce perspective

TLte j¡fluence of terpo on rhyttmric and
tonal patterns in ttr:æe Swedish dia]-ects

fUndðrêntal frequency of the voioe in con-
tinolls speech. - PreUÍLinary report on a de-
vice for detennin:ing nean and distribution

of frequencies

On the ctcntrol of aspiratlon in Sf¡¡edish

Etude glottograpfLlque de quelqr.les cotìsonnes
islar¡daises

Closure dr¡ration and aspiration for Svedish
stops

Oral air prssure in the pr:oduction of
Stuædish stops

iìlP 11 1975 ¡rc[IA IJNDAU

SIDIiIEY ViooD

IìlP 12 1975 ROtsEFT BANNERT

GTJSTA BRTrts

EVA GÃRDT}G

KUFfT JOITÃNSSON

A¡{DERS I,üç\ÆST

BERTIL ¡4ALMEERG

KERSTIN NAUÍER

TÏIORE PETIERSSON

EVA WTGFÐRS

SITIi¡EY ÌMOD

PETER KÏTZING
IANS-EFf,K RI]NDOVIST
EWA TAIO

rfP 13 1975 A¡]DERS rörQ\nST



I^lP t4 1976 CðRAN SCûESSCN

THORE PETTERSSCI{

I\]P 15 1977 MIII\N BÏLY

E\IA. GÂRDING

¡4AG{US PETURSSOII

IßNS MNDLER

SIDI{EY ü]ooD

ROBERT BANNEFT
ANNE-CITRTSTTNE
BFED\/Ã}.JENSN.T

liP 16 1978

Mtr,AN BILY

E\A. GÃRDING
KRTSTINA L]NDEI;L

D.J. HACK}4AN

KERSTTN IìADDïryG
KERSTÍN NAINT,ER
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Au sujet des fondenents de I'analyse
çhrastiqr:e pa-r Per Aage Brãndt. Ccfrpt€
rendu

Polsk fonologri i generativ tappnj¡tg

Col€ference rules descrjbed j¡r ter:ns of
fi:ncLional sentenoe perspective (FSP)

VergleicLrende Studien zur Prosodie
sclrwedisctrcr Dialekte

L'aspiration des occl-usives apês [sJ

Identification test concerni-ng isolated
disytlabic s\¡e¿ish accent 1 and accent 2

words

A raùLographic analysis of ccnstriction
locations for vov¡e1s

Tärporal- orgarlization of Swedish tonaf
accents: lltle effect of r¡cr¿el duration
i¡r the cotland d:Lalect

STUDIES IN @{ERAL LINqiISTICS dedicated
to BERrIL MALMBERG by students and col-
leagnæs on the occasion of his 65th
birthday 22nil þril 1978

Scne thoughts about functional- sentænce
perspectirre, enpathy, and reffexiræs

Tones j-n Northern KaÍmu: a phonetic 1n-
vestigation

The ønm:nicative cdrpetence of foreigners
i¡r Sweôish : Iistener attitude and con-
textuâ-l appropriaq¿

Pe¡:nlssil¡le and not pe::nissible varj-ations
in pitcfr contor.:rs

Hist ricaf Lingulstics and generative
phonologl¡

A frarTer"iork for tÌre study of interlanguage

Effet cqmurLicatif de Ia dislocation drun
NP en français

Readhg úrcrnsþ

The Swedish prepositior¡s på -d i foflc¡r¡ed
by neasure phrases

OIÄV HAl,llER

KMJNETH HTLTEDTSTATVI

EVA IÄRSSON

TTIORE PETIERSSOT{

GiRTSItsR PI,ATZACK
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S\IBI PI,ATZ.AS(

BARBARA PRCITO\AIIK

CItRISÍOPI:IER STROUD

SÏDNEY T{OOD

vüP 17 1978

IÛP 18 1978 KENNBIH HYLTM{STAI{

r{P 19 1980

VIP 20 1981 KEl\]NErrr FTYÍ,TETSTA¡4

Ttre sigar and its substanæ. A oclour€d vier¡¡

Linguistic aspects of biljngual atrfiasia

lle ccncept of sernili¡$talisn

Ton$re retraction is not so u.sefuI after
all
rhe PROSODY OF NORDIC LANq]AGES
Slznçnsiur 14-16 June 1978 Äbstracts

Variation il ilterlanguage slmt-ax

PAPERS GIVEN AT THE SEVEbTITI
S'Û{EDTSH-DANISH SY\,IPOSI(M
LUND.APRTL 25-26 1980

UnderstandÌlg varieties of ttre target
lanquaqe

1ITORE PETIERSSON¡

BM{ET SIGURD

F¡:ia aô¡edcial_

COM,lmlIArOR
A ocfi[Ðter systen sj¡n¡]-ating
ùed¡al behawiour

Nos. 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 17 are out of print. A ¡evised eðit-ion of No. I has
been pulclished separatel,y as No. XI in Travar¡x de l'Instltut de LinguisÈlque.
de Lund (Gleerr"ps, Lund), 1977.
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RECENT ADDTTTONS TO TRAVAUX DE L'INSTITUT DE LINGUTSTIQUE DE LUND

x Bannert R.1976. M¿tlrelba¿rische PhonoLogíe auf akustischer'
und petzeptotíseher GnundLage' 172 p' il1'

XI Gåriling E.Lg77. The Scandínaoían Wotd Accents' 116 p' i11'

XIT Bruce G.L977. Suedish Woxd Accents. 155 p' ill'

XIII Går¿ling E, Bruce G & Bannert R (eds). L978. Noydtc Pnosodg,
Papets from a SYmPosium. 301 P. ill

xIV söderpalrn 8.I979. Speech ETt'oTs ín NormaL and PathologícaL
Speech. 139 p.

XV Nauclér K.1980. Perspeel;ioes on MisspelLíngs' A phonetíc,
phonoLogíeal and psyehoLinguisl:íe study' 197 p'

Vxr Lindblad P.1980. Soenskans sie- och tieLiud i ett alLmän-
fonetískt perspektit;. W¿th a summa'rq ín EngLish: Some

Suedish SibiLanl;s. 215 P. iIt.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS ELSEWHERE BY STAFF AND RESEARCH STUDENTS

L976

Gårding E. the importance of turning points for the pitch pat-
tèrns of Swedish accents. rn Hyman r, M (ed), Studies'ín
Stress and Accenl;. Southern California Occasional Papers in
Linguistics 4

L977

Bannert R. Phonetisch-phonologische Untersuchungen zur deutschen
Lautstruktur. In Köster J-P (ed) , MíszelLen fll pp. 37-64.
Hamburger Phonetische Beiträge 22

cårding E.Vergleichende Studien zur Prosodie sclrtedischer Dialekte
In Köster J-P (ed), MiszelLen IV pp. 75-86. Hamburger Phone-
tische BeiEräge 22

r978
Johansson K. Den onödíga dubbeLstauningen? Rapport 27/78- För-

söks och demonstraÈionsskolan, L¿irarhögskolan, Malmö

L979
Gårding E. Sentence intonation ín Swedísb. Phonetíea 362207-215

Hyltenstam K & Linnarucl M (eds). Inter:Language. llonkshop at the
Fifth Scandinaoian Conference of Linguistícs, Fz'ostauaLLen
Apt,iL 27-29 L979. 115 p. Almqvist a Vliksell fnternational,
Stockholm

Kitzing P G Löfqvist A. Evaluation of voice therapy by means of
photoglottography. EoLia Phoniatrica 31 :103-109
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Johansson K. Stora eller små bokstäver i- den all_ra första l_äs-
undervisningen? UtDeckLíngsaz,bete och fäLtfö?söft Rapport.
8:1979. Lärarhögsko1an, Malmö

Pettersson T (ed). AspeetoLogy. lloz'kshop at i:he Fifth Scandina-
uian Confez,ence of Lìnguistics, Fz,ostaoaLLen Apz,íL 27-29
L979. l-62 p. ALmqvist & Wiksell Internatj-onal, Stockholm

Pettersson T (ed) . Papers from the Eifth Scandinaoian Con
of Línguisties, fu'ostaoaLLen April 27-29 LSZ9. Part

eTenceJ
1

Section Pa.peys. 382 p. Part Tf GeneyaL Sessions. 178 p.
Almqvist & Wiksell International, Stockholm

Pettersson T. Ijeckísk fonel;ík och fonoLog.í. L05 p. GUSLAV 2,
Göteborg

Sigurd B. Förkortningar och det moderna samhället. Spt,å.kuår'd
2-L97 9 z3-B

Sigurd B. Plocka sönder och sätta ihop i lingvistik. Lunda-
forskare föneLcÍser II

Yoshioka H, Löfqvist A & Hirose H. Laryngeal adjustments in the
productlon of consonant clusters and geminates j_n American
English. Status Report on Speech Research SR-59/60:I27-L52,
Haskins Laboratories

1980

Berthout K. Review of Richards J C (ed): Understanding Second
and Foreign Language Learning Issues and Approaches. ASLA
Infonnation 6:3 pp. L2-L4

Gårding E. Review of Fronkin V (ed): Tone - a Linguistic Survey.
Phonetica 37:I99-202

Havranek T. Review of Hatch E M (ed): Second Language Acquisi-
tion, a Book of Readings. ASLA Info?mation 6;3, pp. 15-lB

Lahti l,-L. Ei mítään uutta auringen alla. KieLikeskusuut.isia
1980:1 (Language Centre News, Jyväskylä)

Lahti L-L. On the manifestation of focus. Not'dic Linguistic
BuLLel;in 1980:2

Löfqvist A. Interarticulator programming in stop production.
Jouz,naL of Phonel;t cs B 2475-490

Löfqvist A & Yoshioka H. Laryngeal activity in Swedish obstruent
clusters. Jout'naL of the AcousticaL Socíety of Amer.íca

68 ? 792-B0I
Pettersson T. Once more a cup of tea, a case study. In Dahl ö,

Lundberg B A & Paulsson O (eds), Studda sLauica Gunnaz.o
Jacobsson seagenaz,4o a discipuL.ís oblata, pp. 95-105.
Slavica Gothoburgiensia 7

Pettersson T. Review of Corner J & Ha\,,/thorn J: Conìmunicati-on
Studies. ASLA Infoz,mal;ion 6:3, pp. L9-20

Pettersson T. Review of platzack C: The Semantic Interpretation
of Aspects and Aktionsarten. Studia Linguistica 342L97-202
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Sigurd B. Förnamnsreformen. Språkuåz'd 2:1980

Sigurd B. Om datorns effekter på språkvetenskap - Skz'ifter on
Anoendt og Matematisk Língoístik 62357-365

Sigurd B. Revj-ew of Dixon etal: Handbook of Australian Lan-
guages L. Sl;udia Linguística 34

si-gurd B. Språk om frihet och tvång. rn Brodda e (ed) , Sprâk-
üetenska,pLiga pez'spekúla, Stockholm

Sigurd B. A text production graÍìmar. In Alli^tood & Ljung (eds),
ALVAR. Stockholm Papers in English Language and Litera-
ture 1

Sigurd B. Vad kan datorer berätta? lorskning oeh Framsteg 1980
nr l, pp. 23-30. Also: Når datamater fortaeller historier.
Foz,skníng & Samfundel; 6 nr 5' pp. 14-IB

Yoshioka H a Löfqvist A. Laryngeal adjustments in stuttering:
a glottographic observation using a modified reaction time
paradigm. Sl;atus Report on Speech Researeh SR-62:LL1-126,
Haskins Laboratories

I 98I
Johansson K. Bör dubbelteckningsmetodiken bygga på längd- eller

klangfärgsskillnader? Utoecklingsaz'bete och fäLtföPsök
Rapport I/BL. Lärarhögskolan, MaImö

Johansson K. Är ljudens placering i orden av betydelse vid läs-
och skrivinlärningen? I|toeckLingsarbel;e oeh fäLtfönsök
Rapport 2/8L. Lärarhöskolan, Malmö

Sigurd B. Språk och konflikt. Språkvåril 1981:2

Sigurd B. Soenska oz'dböcker Liberläromedel' Lund

LECTURES AND CONGRESS PAPERS BY STAFF AND RESEARCH STUDENTS

197 B

The louz,th Seandinauian Confez'ence of Linguístícs
Hindsgavl 6-8 January 1978

Hyltenstam K. On the acquisition of questíons and negation by
second languaqe learners of Swedish. In Gregersen K (ed) ,
Paper,s from the Founth Scandinauian Conference of Linguístics
pp. 109-114. Odense University Press

Larsson E. Les NP partitifs en français considérés du point de
vue de la dislocation. In cregersen K (ed) , Papez's irom the
Eouvl;h Scandinauian Confez,ence of Linguist¿cs pp. 387-391.
Odense University Press
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The Fdrst Scandinauían-Germa.n Synposium on the Langudge of Immi-
grant Woz,kers and theír ChiLdz,en
Roskilde 1 9-23 March 1 978

Bannert R. Optimal teaching of Swedish pronuncj-ation. In DiLtmar N,
Haberland H & Skutnabb-Kangas T (eds) , Papers fz'om l;he Firsl;
Scandinar¡ían-Gez,man Sgnposiun on the Language of Immigrant
Woykeys and l;heir ChiLdyen p. 56. Rolig Papir 12, Roskilde

Hyltenstam K. Progress in immigrant Swedish syntax. Tn Dittmar N,
Haberland H & Skutnabb-Kangas T (eds) , Papers fron the First Scan-

dínaoian-German Sgmposium on the Language of Imnigrant Workers
and their ChiLdyen pp. 48-50. Rolig Papir 12, Roskilde

De nord'z,ska spr,å.kens prosodi
Lund 14-16 June 1978

Bruce c & cårdÍng E. A prosodic typology for Swedish dialects.
In Gårding E, Bruce c & Bannert. R (eals) , Nordic prosody
pp.219-228

Löfqvist A. Laryngeal articulation and junctures in the produc-
tion of Swedish obstruent sequences. Tn Gårding E, Bruce G
& Bannert R (eds) , Not,dic Pz,osody pp. 73-83

Hackman D J. Rhythm in Finnish and Eng1ish. In Gårding E, Bruce c
& Bannert R (eds) , Not'dic Pz'osody pp. 263-269

fhe Ft,fth InteynationaL Congz'ess of AppLied Linguistics
Montreal 21-26 Aug,a.st 1978

Hyltenstam K. Dynamic change in the acquisition of a second
Ianguage as exempl-ified by negati-on and interrogation. fn
Actes du Ve Congrès de L'Associatdon Inl;ernationaLe de Lin-
guistique AppLiquée. Montyéal ¿.oî.t lg?8. Les Presses de
1'université Laval, Québec

Nauclér K & Söderpalm E. S1ips of the tongue and slips of the
pen - slips of the brain? See this issue of lforking papers

ASLA SAnpostum om spxåket i bz,uk
Söclertälje 6-8 October 1978

Bannert R. Prosodiska egenskapers effekt på förståeligheten. In
Linnarud M & Svartvik J (eds) , Kommunikatio kompetens och
facksprã.k, löredxag hå.LLna uíd ett symposium om Sprâ.ket í
bz,uk. ASLA

Hyltenstam K. Understanding varieties of the target language.
See tr{orking Papers 20

11: e sammankomst f ör atl; dt'gf ta fr'ågor röz,ande suenskans be-
skz,oondng
Stockholm 27-28 October 1978

Bannert R. Ett markerlngssystem för prosodi i uttalsunder-
visningen. In Josephson O, Strand II & V'Iestman M (eds) , För,-
handLíngaz, tid sammankomst för att d.r'yfta frågor z.öy,ande suenskans
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beskríondnS 11 PP. 21-36. Instítutionen för nordiska språk,
Stockholms unj-versitet | 1979

Gåriling É. Satsintonation i svenska. In Josephson o, Strand H &

Wãstman ¡,t (eds), För'handLingar üíd sammankomst fö? al;1t

dt,yfta frågox röz'ande sztensk(tns beskritning 11 Pp.81-94-
h;tii:utionen för nordiska sPråk, Stockholms universitet,
197I

platzack c. Kontextens rolf för verbets betydelse. In Josephson o,
Strand H & Westman M (eds) , För'handLíngar oid sammankomst

för att drgfta frâgor t'örande sÐenskans beskríuning 11

þp. 149-162. fnstitutionen för nordiska språk, Stockholms
universitet ' 1979

Vff Medunarodni sLa¡tistíöki kongres
Zagreb 1978

Pettef,sson T. Rodíte1'nyj padeZ kak padeã prjamago dopelnenija v
sorremennon russkom literaturom jazyke. In VII Medunarodni
sLa,¡istiðki kongres. Knjiga teferata saäeci p. 692. zagteb

197 9

The Fifth Scandínauian Confetence of Lt nguísl;ics
Frostavallen 27-29 APril '1979

Bity M. What is FSP really about? In Pettersson T (ed) , Paperg
fz'om the Fífth Scandt'naoicn Conference of Linguistics
Part II PP. 7-22

Platzack S. A short presentation of ipish and of an ipis'h lan-
guage descriptión. In Pettersson T (ed) | Pape?s ftom the
fi¡th s"ardtnaoian Conference of Linguístics ParL I
pp. 1 23-1 3B

sonesson G. Hermaneutics of the linguistlc act. In Pettersson T
(ed), Paper's fron the F¿fth Scandínaoian Conference of Lín-
guistics Part I PP. 283-294

Sonesson G. A pfea for integral linguistics. In Pettersson r (ed) 
'Pdpe?s fràn the Fifl;h Scandina'¡ian Confetence of Linguísbics

Part II Pp. 151-166

Ihe 97th Meel;íng of the Acousl;icaL Society of Amert ca
Cambridge (Mass) 11-'l 5 June 1979

Löfqvist A & Ypshioka H. Laryngeal articulation in Swedish ob-
struent clusters. JournaL of the AcousticaL Sociel;y of
America 65:524(A). Also in Wolf J & Klatt D (ecls), Speech
Communicatíon Papers Presenl;ed at the 9?th Meeting of the
AcoustícaL Socíel;y of Amerdca pp. 105-'1 09. New York

Yoshioka H & Löfgvist A. Laryngeal adjustments during Amerícan
English conéonant cluster productj-on. JournaL of the Acous-
tdcaL Soct etg of America 65:523(A). Also in l/'lclf J & Klatt o (eds) ,
Speeeh Communication Pa.pera Presented at the 97th l'leeting of
the AcousticaL SocL¿fy cf Anerica pp. '101-104. New york
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The 9th fnternationaL Congress of Phonetic Sctjences
Copenhagen 6-11 August 1979

Bannert R. The effect of sentence accent on quantity. In Fj-scher-
Jfrgensen E, Rischet J & Thorsen N (eds) , procàed,dngs of
1;he Ninth fntez,nal;.íonaL Congz,ess of phonett c Seíences,
Vof Ir pp. 253-259. Copenhagen

Bruce c. Word prosody and sentence prosody in Swedish. In Fischer-
Jlrgensen E, Rischel J & Thorsèn N (ãds) , proceedings of
the Ninl;h fnternational Congress of phonetíc Sciences
Vo1 rI pp. 388-394. Copenhagen

Gårding E. Moderatorts introduction to Symposium no. 7¡ The
relat.ion bethreen sentence prosody and v¡ord prosody. In
Fischer-Jlrgensen E, Rischel J & Thorsen l¡ leds) , pxo-
c-ee.d'íngs of the Nt nth Internatt,onaL Congress of phonel:ic
Sct,enees Vof II pp. 375-379 Copenhagen

Gårding E. Ìntroduction to Symposium no, 7, The relation between
sentence prosody and word prosody, panel discussion and
afterthoughts. In Fischer-Jdrgensen E, Rischel J & Thorsen N
(eds ) , Proeeerl.ings of, the Ninth fnternal;iona'\. Congz,ess of
Phonel;ic Sct,ences Vol III pp. 283-300. Copenhagen 19gO

Löfqvist A. Inter-artlculator programming in the production of
Swedish obstruents. ïn Fischer-Jdrgensen E, Rischel J &
Thorsen N (eds) , proceedings of the Ninth fnternationaL
Çongress of, Phonetíc Sciences Vol I p. 202. Copenhaqen

5 Ìrloydiske sem.inar. for: Logoped¿ og fon¿atp¿Kungälv 24-26 August 1979
Löfqvist A. Fonetik och fonologi. Invited paper. Monografi nr 3,

Nordisk Samarbejdsråd for Logopedi o9 Fòniatri

The 2nd Ilordic Conference on AppLied Lingu.istics
Hanasaari, Espoo 23-25 November 1979
Bannert R. A Survey of foreigners' pronunciation problems in

Swedish. In Sajavaara K, Räsänen A & Hirvonen T (eds),
Pgpers- in T,,¿7¿gy6g¿ Leaxning and Language Acquisitíon froml:he2nd Nordic Confetence on Applied tinguisiics
pp. 149-160. publications de l,Associatión Finlandaise de
Linguistique Appliquée No 28, Jyväskylä .19g0

Ihe 9Bth Meel;íng of the AcousticaL Soc.iety of Amer.t ca
Salt Lake City 26-30 November 1979
Yoshioka H & Löfqvist A. Laryngeal adjustments j_n stutterers

JournaL of the Acoust¡,caL Sociel:y of Anerica 66:S12(A)
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1 980

Bruce G

Spz,åkstímuLer'íng i föz'skoLeåLdern, el;t nordískt synposiun
SLockholm 21-24 January 'l 980

Nettelbladt U. Dysfonologi hos. språkst.örda barn i utvecklings-
perspektiv. fn Söderbergh R (ed), Sp'tå.kstímuLering í far,-
skoLeâLdez,n pp. 123-133. Paper No 5, Child Language Re-
search Institute, Stockholm

Synposium on sAn-, hörsel- och taLhandíkapp
Stockholm 7-8 February 1980

Nettelbladt U. Det språkstörda barnet och det moderna ko¡nmunika-
tionssanhäIlet. In Stigmark K & Wangelin K (eds),".
Kommunika't;ion tyots handíkapp pp. 68-70. Människan i
kohmunikationsteknologin RJ 1980:5. Riksbankens Jubileums-
fond, Liber

I nt; e yno y d,i sk sp r åk f öz,s t åe L s e
Rungstedgaatd 24-2e uarctr i g8o

Bannert R. Referat av dískussionen Talperceptionsforskning och
nordisk hörförståelse. fn Elert C-C (ed,l , Inteynordísk
spr,âkförstå.eLse. Acta Universitatis Umenensis 33. Umeå 1981

L2:e sammankomst f,ö2, at;t dt,yf,ta fr.ågor. yör'ande soenskans be-
skyioning
umeå 18-19 April 1980

Om proEodisk koppling i svenska. In Fries S & Elert C-C
l, Soenskans beskrioníng 12 pp. 64-78, Acta Universita-
Unenensis, Umeå Studies in Humanitj_es 37, Umeå

(eds
tis

Ihe 9?th Meeting of the AcoustieaL Soeiety of America
Atlanta 21-25 April 1980

Löfqvist A, Baef T & Yoshioka H. Scaling of glottal openlng.
JouynaL of the AcousticaL Society of, Anerica 67:S52(A)

Yoshioka H, löfqvist. A & Hirose H. Laryngeal adjustments in
Japanese voiceless sound production. Jouy,naL of i;he Acous-
ticaL Socíetg of Ameríca 67:S52(A)

Znd Sgmposíum on l;he Pz,osody of the Nordic Langua.ges
Trondheim June 1 980

Bredvad-Jensen A-C. Tonal interaction between attitude and
granmar. In Fretheim T (ed), ttord.ic prosody J/ pp. 5j-62.
Tapir, Trondheim. Also in t.his issue of Vtorking papers

Bruce G. Tonal and temporal interplay. Tn Fretheim t (ed),
Not,dic Pz,osody f.r pp. 63-74. Tapir, Trondheim. Also in
this issue of lrlorking papers

Gårding E & Bruce c. A presentation of the Lund model for
Swedish intonation. In Fretheim T (eil) , Nordíe prosody II
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pp. 33-39. Tapir, Trondheim. Also in thís issue Õf Working
Papers

GårdÍng E, Bruce G & willstedt U. Transitional forms and theír
position in a prosodic typology for S\t¡edish dialects. rn
Fretheim T (ed) , Noz'dic Pt,osody JJ pp. 40-50. Tapir,
Trondheim. AlsÕ in this issue of Working Papers

Prohovnik B. Prosodic features in conduction aphasia. In
Fretheim T (ed), Noz,d'íc Pz'osodg -I1 pp. 233-243. Tapir,
Tróndheim. Also in this issue of Working Papers

The 41:h fnternationaL Conference of Noz'ddc and Genet'qL Lin-
gui.stics
OsIo 23-27 June 'l 980

Bredvad-Jensen A-C. An int.eraction-oriented description of
questions in Swedish. In Hovdhaugen E (ed) , The Nordic
Ldnguages and Modern Linguíst'r.cs pp, 233-241. Universitets-
förlaget, Oslo

Löfgvist A & Yoshioka H. Laryngeal activity in Icelandic obstru-
ent production

4 Int ernationale PhonoLogí etagung
Wien 29 June - 2 July 1980

Bannert R. Phonological stÌ-1dies in the second language learning
of Swedish prosody. In PhonoLogíca 1980, Wien (in press)

18th Intevnal;ionaL Congress of Logopedícs and Phoniatz'ies
Washington DC 4-7 August 1 980

Yoshioka H & Löfqvist A. Laryngeal involvement in stuttering

Academia Sinica
Beijing August 1980

cårding E. Phonetic research in sweden

ASLA Symposíum Spr'âkundervisning och spr'åkdnLciz'ning i Soerige
Lund 29-30 August 1980

Linnarud M. Lärarutbildning i engelska, tyska, franska
Pettersson T. De mindre språken i grund- och gymnasieskola

Siguril B. Intensivkurser i rekla¡n och verklighet
Touati e. Språkundervisning i studiecirkl-ar

NobeL Synpos'ium on Teæt Processing
Stockholm
Sigurd B. Text representation in a production model. In Allén S

(edl , Teæl; Processtng, NobeL Sympostum SbockhoLm 1980.
Almqvist & wiksell (in press)
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Synposium on the Ldngua,ge of Immi-
dz,en

Bannert R & Hyltenstam K. Srredisl¡ inmigrantsr communication:
problems of understanding and problems of bej_ng understood
Forthcoming in Linguist¿sche Aibeitsberichte. Fachbereich
GerhanÍstik, Freíe Universität, Berlin. Also in thÍs issueof V{orking Papers

The Znd Scandi.naoian-Gey,man
gnant llox,keys and their ChiL
Berlin 21-26 September '1980

Linguistie Ciz,eLe
Edinburgh October 1980

Gårding E. An intonation model for Swedish

1 981

ASLA s_gnposiun Teætstnateg.iet i taL och skz,ift
Lund 5-6 March 1981

Gårding E. Prosodic expressions for text-linguistic categories

The 10th AnnuaL Meetíng of Finnish phoneticdans
Tampere 20-2'1 Mafch 1981

Iöfqvist A. Laryngeal arLiculation in speech

Sgnposíet ,fntsentering og koordinering af projekter id.enfoz, kon-
tyastitte Língu'ístik ( sgstemsammenTiggning) i Norden
Copenhagen 18 October 1980
Gårding E, Botinis A & Willstedt U. Contrastive phonetic

studies at the Linguistics Department of Luñd University

Tagung Baiyis ch-österz:eichiseher DiaLektoLogen
Bayreuth 24-25 Actober 1980

Bannert R. Die Bedeutung der experimentellen phonetik für dieDialektologi-e. Zur phonetik uhd phonologisclren Struktur
des Bairischen

The 10)th Meetdng of the AcousticaL Socíety of Aneriea
Los Angeles 17-21 November 1980

Löfqvist A & Yoshioka H. Laryngeal-ora1 coordinat.ion in American
English ôbstruent producti_on. JournaL of i;|te AcousticaL
Soe,iety of America 6B: S102 (å,)

fnauguz,aL Leetuz,e at the Installal;ton of Neu professors
Lund University 21 November 1980
Gårding E. Den efterhängsna brytni-ngen (The foreign accent that

wón't 1et go). pï,aktísk Lt,nguistdk S¡135-143: Linguì-sticsDepartment, Lund University
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CURRENT RESEÀRCH PROJECTS

The imrnigrant and communication technology - understanding and
being understood (The Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Fund)

Robert Bannert, Kenneth Hyltenstam, Gisela Håkansson

Verbal reforms (The Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Fund)

Bengt Sigurd, Christer Platzack, Anna Orrling

Dictionaríes for imrnigrants (The National Board of Education)
Bengt Sigurd, Agneta Svalberg

Commentator, a computer system simulatinq verbal behaviour (The
Council for Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences)

Bengt Sigurd, Lars-Ake Henningsson

Swedish Prosody (The Council for Research in the Humanities and
Social Sciences)
Eva Gårdinq, Kerstin Tevajärvi

From Text to prosody, a pilot project (The Council for Planning
and Coordination of Research)

cösta Bruce

The aerodynamics of phonation (The Wallenberg Trust)
Anders Löfqvist (wíth Peter Ki-tzj-ng and Björn Carlbgrg, Malmö
ceneral Hôspital)
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PRAKTISK LINGVTSTIK

Nr 1-1979

Nr 2-1979

Nr 3-1979

Nr 4-1979

Eva Gårding & Robert Bannert
Optimering av svenskt uttal
10:- (inc1. cassette recording)

Kenneth Hyltenstam (ed)
ïnvandrarundervisning - aspekter på
alfabetisering och den första nivån
10:-

Robert Bannert
Ordprosodi i invandrarundervisningen
20:- (inc1. cassett,e recording)

Eva V'Iigforss
Svensk pluralbildning hos. finska invandrarbarn
- en psykolingvistisk ulvecklingsstudie
20:-

Robert Bannert
Svårigheter med svenskt uttal:
prioritering
30:- (incl. cassette recording)

inventering och

Praktisk lingvistik
Tnstitutionen för lingvistik
Lunds Universitet
Helgonabacken l-2
s-223 62 tuND
Sweden

Nr 5-1981

Inquiries to:

(Prices in Swedish Crowns)

Swedish Post Office giro account 439 34 gZ - 6
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Logoped
Hum Kand
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Research and Teachinq

Robert Bannert
Anne-Chr Bredvad Jensen

Gösta Bruce
Christina Hedqvist

Kurt Johansson',.
I,lona Líndau-Vtebb

Per Lindblad

Kristina Lindell

Anders Löfqvist
Bengt Mandersson

Kerstin Naucfér
Ulri-ka Nettelbladt
Kerstin Tevajärvi
Sidney Wood

Research Students

Catharina Andersson, Antonj-s Botinis, Anne-Chr Bredvad-Jensen,
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